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ABSTRACT

The reflector antennas with a dielectric cone supported subref-

lector are gradually beconing popular for satellite conrnunication. Present

work describes an analytical design procedure, based on the principles of

geometrical optics, for antennas employing dielectric cone feeds. This de-

sign can be used to obtain any arbitrary aperture amplitude and uniform

phase distributions, as compared to the design developed by Salena (1972)

which provided only uniform phase distribution in the aperture plane. The

procedure presented in this thesis can be used for dual reflector antennas,

reflector antennas with a dielectric cone supported subreflector and ref-

lector antennas using dielectric cone feeds with a shaped reflecting sur-

face of the cone naterial. Theoretically, any set of parameters can be

used for the rnain reflector, the subreflector and the dielectric cone.

However, it is anal..ytically shovm that the excitation efficiency of the

dominant mode in the dielectric cone decreases with an increase in the

dielectric constant of the cone material. On the other hand, the reflection

loss at the cone surface increases with the dielectric constant and results

in a reduction of the overall system efficiency. Therefore, for highly

efficient systems a choice of low relative pennittivity for the cone mate-

rial is recormnended.

The shaped dual reflector system with a dielectric cone of low

relative perrnittivity has been shov¡'r to have better theoretical performa-

nce than the shaped dual reflector system without a dielectric cone.

However, an experimental investigation of these theoretical results is

reconrnended.
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An extensive anowrt of rcsearch has been devoted to focus-

sing refj.ector antemas , particu-lar:ly clurJ-ng the last quarter century.

Tne rnain ïeason for thj.s is the requirement of a system with high gain,

lorv side lobe 1evel and lorv cross-polarization conponent for point-to-

point con¡nunication. In aOdition to these the need for lorv noise

is also essential. Noi-se is introduced in the comnurricaticn systeilLs fron

the receivei' itself, and additional contributions arise from a conbination

of man-made and sþ noises (Fig.l.1).

The above =fientioned system requirenents can be met either b,v

using phased arrays of the broad beam antennas or by using reflecting sys-

tems. The phased array is not uriversally useful because it is a corpli.-

cated and costly system [steinberg, 1976]. The reflecting systern, on the

other hand, is conceptually si:nple and is usu:iiiy a reiativeiy sinple

structure. It can be serviced mechanically with far less sophistication

than is required for a phased array. As a single, nonolithic unj-t on a

mechanical scanning assenrblL it is relatively inexpensive to scan. The

phased array, on the other hand, requires a phase shÍfter for each element

or at least for each subarray. îherefore, reflecting systenrs are the

appropriate choice for n,ost point-to-point conumnication systems tnless

the system is required to have certain particular characteristics, such

as a wide and continuous scanning, uhere tlre phased array is a better

choice.

In the reflecting systeins, reflectors are mainly usecl to n',odiff

the radiation frcm a radiating element or feed. The refl-ectors in the

refl-ecting systeïìs can have a v¿..i'iety cf contours l"ike a narabola,



Ionosphere

Troposphere

Sþ Noise

Ground Noise

Fig. 1.1 External noise sources in an antenna system



circle, eJ.lipse, etc, or can iúve the shaped contour designed for so¡ne

specifrc purpose I Flansen, 1964 ]. The feeds for the reflecting systerns cen

either be one of the broad beam antemas s.rch as dipoles, slcts, helir:e*',

loops, spirals, hor-ns, etc. I Jasik, 1961; Wolff , 1966] or a feecl consistìng

of one of thesé broacl beam antenias along rrith one or molre secondary reflec-

tors IFlannan, 19ó13 Hansen, L964', Visocekas, 19Ô4t Clarricoats and Lim,

1969; Collin and Zucker, 1969¡ Ph-illips and clarricoats, 19701.

The simplest reflecting systern for generating a pencil beam has

a parabolic reflector. This is the only reflec'tor that has the property

of giving a collirnated beam frcnn a point source located at the focus.

Other types of reflectors that can also be used to generate pencil bealns

are spherical, stepped, polarized ald lensed reflectors II{ansen, 1964'],

Hower¡er, these systems are more complex, usually for iinproving the scanning

capability of the system. The front location of the feed and supporting

strurcture [Fig. 1,2) in the single reflecting systqns has the disadvantages

of aperture blockage due to the feed, high noise temperature and the j¡*

con¡enience of seryicing the feed or the receiver in large systems'

fn recent years, rm-rlti-reflector systens are beconiing more corunon

in use than ordinary single reflector systems due to high rnagnification

¡vith a short focal length, a convenient rear location of the feed or the

receiver and the potential of higher efficiency through shaping. The most

corTrnon atnong the nn:1ti-reflector systems is the systern based on the Casse='

grain telescope (Fig.1,3), This corrsists of a main parabolic reflector

and a secondary hlperbolic subreflector, One of tne foci of the sub-

reflector coincides rvj.th the focus of tne para*
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Fig. 1.3 Classical Cassegrain anterma
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bolic reflector and tÌr.e other focrl is the point for the feed or the re-

ceirrer'. Solne of the factors affecting the perfonìance of. the Cassegraín

s1'sten in the nicrorr'a.ve ïange of electronegnetic spectrun are the block-

ing of nnin aperture by subreflector as rvell as stpporting structure, the

diffraction frcm the sr-rpporting structure and reflector edges, spillover

loss fron the feed and a non-lrniform aperture distribution.

The aperture efficiency and aperture blockage of the Cassegrain

systen depend r.pon the amplitude and phase distribution in the aperture

plane fSilver, 1949; Scianrbi, 1965]. Therefore, many attempts have been

made to obtain an a priori distribution in the apeïture plane from the lrr:.oHn

feed patterns fGalindo, 1964; N{organ, 1964; i{i11iams, 1965; I{ood, 1972;

Collins, 1973]. Some of these design techniques taice into consideration

the influence of diffraction at the edges as v,e11. Tlie diffractíon from

the srpporting structure has also been studied using sinplified nodels

fRtrsch and Slrensen, 1974; Rusch et. a1 ., 7.976; Shafai et.al , 1977,

Rusch et.a1., 19771. Horvever, the exact analysis of the diffraction and

its effect on gain, side lobe leve1 and depolarization is stil1 too complex

to hanC.Le rvith the present day lcror^riedge.

The alternative solution to the sqlporting structure probiem is

to use a systen without stpporting arms i¡ the main beam path. The tho

possitrle alternatir¡es to the orclinary Cassegrain system are the offset

systerLc (Fig.1.a) and the u-se of dielectric cone to sLpport the subreflec-

tor (Fig.i.S). During recent years, the offset systems or open systems

are being studied in great detai.l to evaluate their advantages and disadvan-

tages fCook et.a1., 1965; Cru and Turrin, 1973; lilaanclers, 1975]. Hotiever,
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(a) Off-set parabolic reflector antenna
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Fig. L.4 Off-set reflector antenna systems
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l4ain Parabolic Reflector

Dielectric Cone

Fig. 1.5 Dielectric cone feed reflector antenna
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there is not much work availablel Salerna, 1972¿ Clarricoats and Salema,

79731on the performance of the ¡rclielguidesnt or the Cassegrain system

using dielectric cone to support the srrbreflector,

The reflector antennas lr¡ith a dlelectric cone supported. sub'r

reflector are grarluall-y beconing popular for satellite comnunication

f Petrick and Abrahamson. 1974¿ Ince et, a1 ^ L974; Buchneyer" 1977f, Ttre

present study irn¡olves the design and analysis of the reflector antemas

v¿ith dielectric cone feeds,

The main contribution of the present v¡orl< is the ctesign of the

twq= eflector systern witlr a dielectric cone for any arbitrary aperture

amplitude and rrniforn phase clistributions froil a girren poÌ{er pattern of

the incid-e.nt field at the dielectric cone aperture) This ctesign,based on the

principles of geometrical opticsu is also extended to include a main ref=

lector fed by a dielectric cone with a shaped dielectric reflecting surface

instead of a metallic subreflector, The design is general enough to handle

any value of dielectric constant for the cone material and any set of pa'ra-'

meters for the cone angle, main reflector diameter and subreflector dia--

meter, Flcwever; an arbitrary apertr-rre arnplitude and rmifonn phase distri-

butions can be usefully obtained only when the subreflector is metallized.

10

The power pattern of the j¡cident field at the subreflector can

be deterinined by the approximate solution lSalema, L972f for the modes in

the dielectric cone. Although sorne of the asrurptions in that work seem

difficult to justify theoretically, Salema has ìndicated a good conrparison

with the experimental work, Tlr-is procedure for determining the mode repre--

sentation in the dielectric cone is utilized to obtain the surface shapes



for the vari-ous cases ín Chapters fV and V. However, it should be noted

that the design is not restricted in any way to ttr-is particular mode re-

presentation in the dielectric cone.

For a comparison of the performance of the designed systen with

the Cassegrajn system, the second chapter presents a brief description of

different rnicrouave reflector antennas followed by an analysis of the blo-

ckage in the Cassegrain antenna. The power pattern of the feed fields using

conical horns with and without dielectric cone can be determined from the

analysis presented in Chapter III. The power patterns of the conical horn

with a dielectric cone are utilized in Chapter fV to give the design and ana-

lysis of the antennas in wh-ich the subreflector is replaced by a shaped die-

lectric reflecting surface. Ttre antennas obtained by using the procedure of

Chapter IV do not provide any control on the main aperture distribution.

The generalized design, based on geometrical optics, of the dual

reflector antennas with a dielectric cone feed is presented in Chapter V,

followed by an analysis and comparison of this system with an ordinary Casse-

grain systen. Fina11y, Chapter VI deals with the conclusions drawn from the

present study and some suggestions for further work.

77

lù-merical conrputations played an important part in the present

research-. Almost every result is a consequence of one or more computer pro-

grams. The procedures used for preparing these programs are referred where-

ver necessary and a listing of the programs is available upon request

I chugn,rszs J.
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2^l

The basic reflector antenna consists of a- relatively sllall feed-

and a large reflecting surface, The large reflecting surface provides

an increase in tne gain; the value of which depends upon the geometrical

characteristics of the reflector and the feed pattern, The geometrical

characteristics of the reflector are the surface curvature and the bound*

ary profilefHansen, 1964]. The surface curvature can either be generated

by one of the arcs like circular, parabolic, hyperbolic etc. o or a shaped

surfaceo The boi-mdary profil'e is often either a rectangle containing a

cylinder of the single curyature or a circle made by the revolution of

some arc. Thus¡ ilmI types of reflectors can be obtained by choosing any

of the conbinations for surface curvatures and the bor-rndary profiles.

INTRODUCTION

The plane reflector, because of sinplicity, was one of the first

reflectors to be used in practice, A plane reflector when placed near the

radiating element reduces the backward radiation and also prwides a gain

in the forward 'direction, The gain improvenent can be increased

by a conbination of two or more reflectors, The corner reflector antenna

made up of two plane reflectors intersecting at an angle can produce gains

as high as 14 dB Ìv'ith a single feed elementf Jasik, 19ó1r PP. L2-21,

L3

The antennas for ccnnn-rrication or for radar purposes require a

larger value of gain than that usually obtainable with the plane reflectors,

The most cotmnon type of reflector used for high gain antermas is the para-

bolic reflector. The parabolic reflector has the property of transforming

the waves originating fron a source at the focus into a pencil beam. The



parabolic arc can either be usecl to fcrn a parabolic

cylinder or a paraboloid of rerrcluticn. A cylindrical parabola converts

a cylindrical rr'ave from an inphase line source at the focus into a plane

hnave at the aperture [1','o1ff, 1966] . A paraboloid of revolution converts

a spherical rvarre from an isotropic source at the focw into a turiform

plane ^-ave at the aperture. The reflector anter¡ras lvith paraboloidal re-

flector have been used for several decaCes in microl^,Bve relay systens and

in radio astronorry. hlith this reflector, a pencil bean is generated by

using a point sotrce feed. The shaped or multiple beams can be generated

by using different feed arr¿.ngements [Hansen, 1964].

Anotlrer antenna used for cør¡m.rnication pur,oose is the spherical

reflector, ThÌs antenna obtained by the iotation of a circular arc abotrt an axis

containing the cente¡'i.s i,¡ell- adapte{ for r:se as a rvid-e angle scanning anterura

[Li, 1959]. Hol+ever, a soLir'ce located at the focus of this sphere does

nct provide a perfect plane rvave since a paraboloidal. surface is necessarl'

to create a plane l,¡ave. The departure cf the wavefront frcm a plane wave

is knoHn as spherical aberration. The aaount of aberration depends on

the diameter of the sphere and the focal length [^¡olff, 1966]. The on-

axis aberrations ca:r be compensated by the methods including the use of

phased line source feecls, multiple source feeds, auxiliary reflectors or

correcting lenses [Ha:rsen, 1964]. I\rith these rnethods a large aperture

can be effectively used at the e{pense of sone complexity iü design.

14

Other tlpes of reflector systems srrch as stepped reflectors,

polarized reflectors, ancl lensed reflectors can also be used to generate

pencil beans filansen, 1961] . However, these syste'ms are inore ccmplex,



usually fo:: reasons of

ancl tÏlcrcfore are not

The feed in the above mentioned single reflector systens is

usually placed i-n the path of the nain bearn, thus blocking the nai.n aper-

ture and riaking it ciifficult to be readred for serrricing putposes. The

aperture blocki.ng due to the feed and its supporting stlucture re,"ults in

the decrease of the anterLna gain and an increase in side lobe Level

fRuze, 19ó8] . In recent years, tr.,o reflector systems are beconiing more

comrTon mainly dr.re to the mechanical attractiveness of having a conplex

feed systen ancl its associated el-ectronic equipment at ihe rear of the

main reflector fHannan, 1961]. Some of the c.onrnonly used classical two

reflector systea.s l'¡i1l be described jn the second section.

ir:proving the

conononly uscil

scanni.ng capabì.1ity of the systen,

for ccn¡iunication plrl'pose I l{ansen,1gó4 ].

The blockage in dual reflector systcms, due to the subreflector

and its srqrporting structure, is more precioninant than j-n the single re-

flector systems. This is due to the size of the subreflector, rrhich is

usually larger than the feed systens for the si-ngle reflector antennas.

The heavier subreflector in tJ-re ãua1 reflector syst.ems also requires a

thicker srpporting strLlcture. Some c¿lculations for the eperture block-

age in the classical Cassegrai-n svstem will also be presented in the

second section to determine their relative contributions.
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The aperture blockage in the above nientioned rotationally

slTrnetric single and clual reflectj¡g systems cal be renrcved by either

u-sing offset systens [Cook et . a1 . , 19ó5 ; Pagones, 1968 ; il{aanclers , 1975 ]

or supporting the nrain reflector or the subreflector l.;ith a dielectric



cone [Bartlett and Moseley, 1966]. The offset systems have the feed or

the subreflector located outside the patÍ. of the ray trajectories for

the main beams. The offset systems thus lose the synmetry of the front

fed systems or the Cassegrain system and have a higher level of cross-

polarization component fivlaanders, L975]. The Cassegrain antenna with a

dielectric cone to support the subreflector is being studied in the pre-

sent work. The basic principle of its operation can be found in the

paper by Bartlett and Moseley (1966). The r¡se of the dielectric cone is

graünLly becornirrg popular in practice [Petrick and Abrahamson, L974;

Buchmeyer, 19771 due to its obvious advantages of 1ow aperture blockage

and low spillover loss.

In rnany applications such as search and gror:nd mapping radars

it is desirable to have a shaped beam in one or both planes. A method

for obtaining a shaped beam of an arbitrary shape in one plane and uni-

formly n¿rrrow in the perpendicular planes has been described by Dunbar

(1948), This method based tpon the principle of conservation of energy

and sinrple laws of geometrical optics is valid for obtaining the surface

curvatures of a single reflecti¡g system. Some of the procedures used

these days for shaping the dual reflector systems will be described in

the third section. Fina1ly, the last section will present a srmnary of

the developments in reflector antennas.

I6



2.2

2.2.7

CLASSICAT DUAI REFLECTOR SYSTEN,fS

The general dual reflector system consists of a sr¡breflector

to reflect the waves incident from the feed elenent to the main reflector

and a main reflector to transform the energy incident on it from the sec-

ondary reflector into the main bean. Each of these two reflectors can

have any of the classical shapes like parabola, hyperbola, ellipse or

circle. Some of the comrnon combinations are described below.

TVpes of Classical Systems

The most conmon of the two reflector systems is the Cassegraín

system. This consists of a parabolic main reflector and a hyperbolic

sr.¡breflector. The secondary reflector is situated between the focal point

and the vertex of the main or primary reflector, with one of the two foci

being coincident with the focal point of the main reflector. The position

of the renaining focal point deternines the system focal point and thus

the position of the feed system. The perfofin¿mce of the Cassegrain sys-

tem is sometimes evaluated by means of the equivalent parabola fHansen,

1964]. The equivalent parabola concept can be used to evaluate the per-

formance of the Cassegrain system with the exception of the effects of

aperture blocking and diffraction due to subreflector and slpporting

structure.

L7

The classical Cassegrain system nray easily be extended to include

a vartety of forms fHarman, 1961] by varying the curvatures of the two

reflectors. The comnon variation of the Cassegrain system is the Gregoriarr



system (Fig. 2.I). The Gregorian systen is similar to the Cassegrain

system in that a parabolic reflector is used, however, the subreflector

in this configuration is elliptic in shape rather than hyperbolic. Since

the location of the two foci of an ellipse are on the same side of the

sutface, the sr¡breflector is situated further out than the focal point

of the nain reflector. The Gregorian system is conrnonly used in radio

astronomy for use of simultaneous rmrltiple frequency feeds,

The non-Cassegrain system fVisocekas, 1964], although super-

ficially sirnilar tb the Cassegrain system, is fwrdamentally different.

This system uses a parabolic subreflector whose focus is set exactly

at the focus of the main parabolic reflector. In this system, simi.lar

to the Gregorian system, the subreflector is situated further out than

the focal point of the rnain parabolic reflector.

The spherical reflector with a Gregorian subreflector is also

being considered for satellite corrntrnication earth stations fPhillips and

Clarricoats, 1970]. The main advantage of this dual reflector systen is

the scanning capability over a smal1 angle. However, this system has

not found much application due to the higher side lobe 1eve1 as compared

to the Cassegrain system.

18

The other dual reflector system being considered in literature

is the conical-Gregorian antenna fludrnrig, L97Z]. In this system the

conical main reflector is fed from a subreflector in conjr.urction with a

conventional horn feed. This system when compared to front fed paraboloid

or Cassegrain systems has much lower cost and the mechanical advantage

of single curved surface.



Parabolic trlain Reflector
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Elliptic Subreflector

2.7 Classical Gregorian antenna



Al1 the above mentioned dual reflector systems have the advantage

of convenient feed location between the two reflectors or closer to the main

reflector" Th-is reduces the feed line losses and can be reached more conven-

tiently for seryicing purposes. The disadvantages of the dual reflector sys-

tems irrclude the diffraction, spillover loss from two reflectors and the

aperture blockage. Although the aperture blockage appears in front fed para-

boloids as well, the consequences are less severe, as the feed is typically

smaller than the subreflector and the support legs much thimer [Dijk et,al,,

79771, The effect of the aperture blockage on the gain of classical Casse-

grain system will be considered in the next section.

)')')

A basic limitation of most dual reflector antennas, such as Casse-

grain antennas, is the blockage of the aperture by the subreflector and its

supporting structure. The first order approximation of the aperture blockage

was.-based upon the ray optics shadow of the blocking component and the zero-

field concept IRuze, 1968; Rusch and Potter, L970; Dijk et.al., 1971]. How-

ever, the zero-field in these shadows does not give adequate prediction of

the gafur, side lobe level and antenna efficiency I Breithaupt, 1966 ] . It was

determined by Breithaupt (1966) that an opaqueness factor of 0.6 gives the

antenna parameters wh-ich agree very well with the measured values. These

ínvestigations, however, did not provide any information on the effects of

changes in operating frequency and polarization.

Aperture Blockage in Cassegrain Antenna

20

A more accurate description of the blockage requires an investi-

gation of this at microwave frequencies. The operating frequencies in the

microwave region result in the shadows which are wider than



the optical shadows fRusch and slrensen, 1974]. rn principle, this

effect can be described by adding the edge diffracted rays to the re-

flected rays from the subreflector. However, when the subreflector size

is large compared to a wavelength, the geometrical shadow approximation

provides the results with reasonable accuracy, provided that the angles

of observation are not far from bore sight fsilver, 1949; collin and.

Zucker, 1969; Rusch and Potter, 1g70].

The first order approxinution to the analysis of the srpport

structure blockage, due to its presence in the main beam path of the

Cassegrain antenna, was based on zero-field concept and optical shadow

lDijk et.al., r97r]. This analysis, however, does not take into account

the depth, cross-section, or the tilt of the struts, nor does it provide

any differences for frequency or poLarization effects fRusch and S/rensen,

7974; shafai et.al., L9771. To accot¡rt for these effects, Rusch and

sfrensen (L974) introduced a concept named rFR (induced. field ratio).
This is based on the asstunption that the struts in the Cassegrain antenna

act like infinitely long q¡lindrical structures in the path of plane v/aves.

The assurption of the incident field being a plane wave is not exactly

true in the actual case. However, it is a useful first step in "coming

to grips" with the problem of strut blocking fRusch and sdrensen, 1974].

2I

The induced field ratio is defined to be a measure of the for-
ward scattered field of an infinitely long cylindrical scatterer when it
is inrnersed in an incident plane wave. These ratios, corresponding to

E, and H, pola-rizations of the incident plane Ì,vave, for a right circu-

lar cylinder of radius b are given by



'l-
IRE = õäFd, ,l* [Jn

respectively. In the above equations

ItG = tilt arrgle of the strut relative to the incident

plane l{rave,

k = propagation constant,

Jn(X) = Bessel fi¡rction of order n and argwrent X ,
r\

Hà'?/ (X) = Hankel function of second kind of order n and

argunent X,

and the primes denote the derivatives with respect to the argunents. The

IFR's for a right circular cylinder are plotted in Fig. 2.2. As indicated

in Fig" 2.2, both the IFRts approach the value -1"0 + j 0.0 as the radius

increases, one from the second quadrant of the complex plane and the other

from the third quadrant. Therefore, as the radius of the cylinder becomes

nuch larger than wavelength, the results obtained by using IFR hypothesis

approach the results using zero-field concept.

l-IF\-r=-¡ffi¡il,i
Il=-æ

Gb cosdi nf,') ßb cosJJl (2.1)

tq (kb cosd/nÍ') ' (kb cosd) l
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(2.2)

The blockage of the sr4port structure due to its presence in

the feed path was approximated in the earlier investigations by using

trapezoids [Maanders, 1975]. More recently, tìris procedure has been re-

placed by an analysis using exact optical shadow fShafai et.al", 1977]"

However, this approach does not provide any information of the effects

of polarization and frequency, since it is based on the principle of

optical shadowing.
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The above paragraphs prouide a brief suffnary of the procedures

used these days to analyse the effects of the blockage in the Cassegrain

anten¡as due to the subreflector and its srpporting structure. These

procedures, with sone added complexity, have 1ed to a better i.¡nderstand-

ing of the blockage contribution on the gain, side lobe level and polari-

zation of the main radiation pattern. However, the sirnpler procedure

based on the zero-field concept and optical shadowing are used in the

follow"ing paragraphs to obtain the qualitative results of the blockage

contribution.

The optical shadows in the aperture dæ to the subreflector

and its sr.pport structure are indicated in Fig. 2,3. The total blockage

can be divided into three major areas as follows:

(1) The central obstacle or the subreflector shows a shadow

on the aperture obtained by projecting the subreflector by a plane wave

(Fig. 2.3a) .

(2) The portion of the plane wave obstructed by struts is

found by projecting the struts on the main reflector aperture by a plane

wave (Fie. 2.5b) "

(3) The third shadow is formed by projecting the support legs

on the aperture by a spherical wave with its phase centre in the focus

(Fie. 2.k) .

The effects of these shadow regions on the gain and anteruta

efficiency can be calculated by i.rsing the current distribution or aperture

field rnethods fSilver, 1949]. A c¿lculation of the current distribution

over the nain reflector is difficult because of the interaction between the



O
(a) subreflector shadow by a plane wave þ) strut shadow by a prane wave
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(c) Strut shadow by a spherical wave

I
tto
Dl

S

*

Fig. 2.3 Optical shadowing by plane and spherical waves in
the Cassegrain antenna with four struts

(d) Geometry of the antema



obstacle and the source system fI4aanders, 1975]. An approach may be

found in the geometrical theory of diffraction [Keller, 1962], however

both geometrical theory of diffraction and aperture field rnethods provide

only an approximate solution. Hence, only approximate methods or the

erçeriments give an answer for the influence of blockage on the gain and

radiation pattern.

far

may

Using the aperture field method fSilver, 1949], the relative

field directive gain pattern of a rectangular aperture near main axis

be represented by the scalar equation

g (o', d)

that of a circular aperture by

s(o',d) = | ,(o,r) eryfjkp Sino' Cos(0-0,)] p dp dO Q.4)
J

A

where g is the gain at observation angles e' and O' ; F is the

aperture amplitude distribution; and k is the propagation constant.

These equations along with "zero-field concept" fRusch and Potter, 1970]

are used in þpendix A to find the total gain pattern.

=I
A
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F(x,y) e)cpfk Sin0r(x Cosq' + y Sinq')ldx dy (2.3)

The zero-field concept i¡rvolves the subtraction of the blocked

aperture gain frorn the r.n'rblocked one to obtain the true gain. If go,

g , g and g are the gains of the unblocked aperture, subreflector,
123

plane wave strut contribution, and spherical wave strut contribution,

respectively, then the total gain pattern gt is given by [Maanders, 1975]



'l'he blockage efficiency as clerived in App, A as eq,

u.(o',d) =g0(o',di) -gr(d,dí) - gr(o',d) -er{d,o')

where tB, to are the efficiencies and gB, go are the gairs of the

blocked a¡d urblocked apertures, respectively. it should be noted that gU

has therarues gr, g"+ gr, 
"o 

g, * gr* E, for the blockage efficiencies of

the subrefiector', zupport structure, or the total blockage, Tespective.l-y.

nt- 
=

n
u

1-

The four pararneters which infltænce the aperture blockage are

the subreflector: dianeter Ðs, slæport strtctr,rre r,¡idth W , the end point

of the sr-pport structure on the main refl-ector ro , and the aperture

amplitude distribrrtion. The results of lariations of these pararneters

are plotted in Figures 2.4 - 2,7, where the contributj-ons of the subreflec-

tor and support structure are plotted along w.ith the tot¿1 blockage

efficiency.

1A,24) is girren by

¿/

(2.s)

The contribution of the subreflector to the blockage increases

witå âIl increase in subreflector dianeter, thus reducing the blockage

efficiency, as shot^,n i:r Fig. 2.4. An increase in subreflector diamet.er

reduces the plane Ìt-ave a.s rrel1 as the spheríca1 lvaye contribution of the

sqpport structure resulting in increased blockage efficiency. The total

blockage efficiency has a maximun arowrd Dr/D = 0.22 where an efficiency

of 0.62 is obta:-ned for Lniform aperture a:nplitude distribution.

(2.6)
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The increase in stpport structure width does not change the

blockage due to subreflector, as shown in Fig. 2.5. As expected the

support structure contribution increases very rapidly with an increase

in the r^¡idth. For ninimun blockage loss due to support structure the

width should be as small as possible.

The movement of the sr-pport end point on the rnain reflector

does not affect the contribution of the subreflector blockage, as shown

inFig. ?..6. Themovement of the endpoint towards the edge results in

an increased contribution due to plane wave shadow and decreased contribu-

tion of the spherical wave shadow. The overall effect of these two is a

decrease in srpport structure contribution. For improving the efficien-

ry, the end point should be as close to the edge as possible.

The change in aperture amplitude distribution redtrces the

overall efficiency of the systern, although there is ze'T6 change in total

blockage efficiency (Fig. 2,7). This is due to a decrease in aperture

efficiency with an increase in edge íllurnination. The subreflector con-

tribution increases due to an increases percentage por^Ier being blocked

by the strbreflector. 0n the other hand, the slpport structure contribu-

tion decreases due to the reduced weightage of spherical shadow.

32

In the above paragraphs the obstacle contributions to the block-

age efficiency for various parameters are presented based on zero-field

concept. One comftln feature in all these curves j-s that the stpport

structure contribution is much more irnportant than the subreflector con-

tribution il all cases except ruhen Ds/D is larger than 0.36.



2.3

fte effect of aperture blockage in the dlul reflector syster,E,

such a.s Cassegrain system, on the antenna efficienq¡ can be calculated by

appropriately rr'eigÌrting the optical shadorv and the aperture ill"¡nination.

The amplitude and nhase d.istrÌbutìon ìn the aperture plane of main ref-

lector has an important bearing on antenna efficienc/:[ Sci¿nFil96s]. In
order to achieve an optimtm amplitude and phase distribution in the aper-

ture of main reflector, the only degree of freedom for design is in the

feed. I'hen the feed achieves a "best' design no further improvenents of

antenna performance can be realized fRusch and Potter, 1970]. Recently,

holvever, machine computation has enabled the two parameters which had

previously been considered constraints, i.e., the tr,¡o reflector shapes,

to be modified.

SIIAPED DU.AJ, IìEFI,ECTOR SYSTHVß

The first general t.reatnent for the problem of passing from an

initial field rvith an arbitrary anplitude and phase to a final field
with arbitraly distribution is based on the principles of geometrical op-

tics [Kiiùer, 1962]. rt is shor^Å that a primary field with an arbitrary

amplitude and phase distribution cannot, in general, for a three-dimensiona-l

case, be transfomed into an arbitrary secondary field with the aid of

trr'o reflectors. However, it is possible to achieve this transformation

b¡r using rotationally syrnnetric dual reflectors [Galindo, 1964].

33

The design procedure uses f,\¡o lj¡ear equations, for aperture

artplitude and phase distributions, ancl tuo differential equations, for

the Sire11's iarr's at the trr'o leflectors, tc develop a pair of nonlinear



differential equations [Galindo, 1964]. These nonlinear differential

equations are solved by a digital computer to obtain the surface curva-

tures of the two reflectors. The procedure is sufficiently general to

allow useful variations of the design objectives.

The above mentioned design procedure has been used to obtain

overall high efficiency antenna reflector flllilliams, 1965]. A higher

efficiency is obtained by selecting, from a given feed pattern, a taper

level to give high spillover efficiency fron the sr-rbreflector and then

designing the reflectors to obtain r.rriform ilh-mination. Using this nethod

a gain improvement of 1 dB has been indicated [Williams, 1965].

Another reflector synthesis technique fPotter, L962] proceeds

along different lines fron the geometrical technique described above.

The feed system, consisting of a primary feed and subreflector combination,

is required to produce a spherical wave front at "infinity, within a

specified angular region. The spherical wave e4pansion technique, in con-

jtmction with machine conputation, then yields a subreflector contour and

primary feed radiation pattern which produces the desired feed systern

radiation pattern. The contour of the synthesized subreflector has a

flange at the end to reduce spillover losses. However, the subsequent

work fPotter, 1966] gives the irnpression that the solution is not found

ideal.

The research on shaped dual reflector systems is sti11 going on

to obtain even more improvements. The geometrical considerations have

been applied to shape the reflectors with a plane wave feed fMorgan, 1964].

34
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This study indicated that the antennas which image the feed. aperture on to

the main reflector along with efficient illwnination efficiency are not

of practical importance. A technique has been proposed for raising the

efficiency of spherical reflector ar.tennas with the Gregorian rnethod of
phase correction [Clarricoats and Lin, 1969]. In this way the efficiency

of the spherical reflector may be improved considerably.

The above techniques help to reduce the losses due to the aper-

ture amplitude and phase distribution. However, the aperture blockage

and diffraction due to stpporting structure sti1l require further invest-

igation.

?¿.

The antennas for radar or cornmunication purposes require a large

r¡a1ue of gain r^¡hich can be produced either by building ræ space arrays

of dipoles, slots, horns, helices, 1oops, and spiral antennas fKrar.rs,

1950] or by the use of reflectors and lenses with these antennas acting

as a feed. However, the array type antennas become very complex to de-

sign and operate for gains greater than 30 dB [Jasik, 1961] thus leaving

reflector antennas as the alternative.

SUTMARY AT{D DISCUSSION

The most comrnon t¡pe of reflector used for higþ gain antennas

is the parabolic reflector. This type of reflector is very convenient in
microwave frequenq¡ range, where apeïtures of many wavelengths are practi-
cable. The paraboloidal reflector, obtained by rotating a parabola about

its axis, generates a pencil beam by using a point source feed at focrx.



The shaped or multiple beams can be generated by using different feed

arrangements.

The aperture blocking by the feed and its sr-pporting structure

results in a reduced gain and increased side lobe level fRuze, 196S].

A1so, the front location of the feed makes it difficult to be reached for

servicing purposes. In relatively recent years, a nunber of microwave

antennas have been developed ruhich employ dual reflectors similar to

Cassegrain telescope [Hannan, 1961] . The general dor:ble reflector system,

when compared with the single reflector type, achieves a high magnifica-

tion with a short focal length and allows a convenient rear location of

the feed or the observer.

The rnost coÍmþn dual reflector system, Cassegrain antenna, con-

sists of a parabolic main reflector and hperbolic subreflector. One of

the foci is the real focal point of the system and is located near the

nain dish. The other focus is a virtual focal point located at the focus

of the paraboloid. The primary feed located at the real focal point re-

sults irt a plane wave front after reflection from the two reflectors.
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A disadvantage of the Cassegrain system is the decrease in

antenna efficiency due to blockage and diffraction introduced by the sub-

Teflector and its sr-rpporting structure. Diffraction occurs silce the

dimensions of the sr.¡breflector are not large conpared with wavelength, Some

approxirnations have been made for the effect of diffractions on antenna

performance, but sti1l it requires further study ll4aanders, 1975]. The

effects of aperture blockage have been calculated by using the aperture
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field method. As is evident fron the results presented in Section 2.2.2,

the contribution of sr-rpporting structure is much larger than that of the

subreflector. The srryporting structure contribution can be reduced by

increasing the subreflector dianeter, reducing the sr..pporting arm width,

moving the arm towards the edge of the nain reflector, and reducing the

edge illimLination. An increase in subreflector diameter reduces the

blockage efficienry, thus not providing a good solution. The support arm

cam.ot be nade thinner and moved to the outer edge beyond a certain limit

due to mechanical limitations. Reducing the edge ilh.rnination reduces

the overall efficiency of the system because of reduced aperture efficiency.

Therefore, a compromise has to be made to obtain the best efficiency.

A further limitation of the classical Cassegrain antenna líes

in the fact that the aperture ilh¡nination is mostly so selected that the

antenna gain reaches a maximun. By doing this, the aperture illunination

is fixed and no means of controlling the efficiency and side lobes are

available [Rr;sch and Potter, 1970] . The possibility of obtaining a spec-

ified aperture distribution has been denonstrated for circularly symmetri-

cal reflectors [Galindo, 1964]. In this way the efficiency of the dual

reflector system rnay be considerably improved and also the reflectors can

be designed to remove the subreflector blockage. Also, it is possible

to illuninate the edge of the subreflector at values as low as -20 dB

to provide higher spillover efficiency and low noise figures flt4aanders,

197s1 .

The design techn-ique based on geometrical considerations does

not, however, reduce the aperture blockage due to st-ipporting structure.



The best alternative to remove this blockage will be to support the sub-

reflector by some other means. Recently, the efficiency of microÏ¡ave

antennas has been improved with the use of a dielectric cone to sr-rpport

the subreflector fBartlett and Moseley, 1966]. However, in this tech-

nique the reflectors used ha-d the classical shapes. In the present work

an attempt has been made to shape the dielectric cone fed reflector an-

tennas for an arbitrary field distribution.
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3.L INIROÐUCTTO)i

The clesign requirements and specificat.ions of an anterrna feed

are ustnlly governed by the purpose of the antenna ancl the operating fre-

quenc/. Some of the requirenents imposed on the feeds tvhich illtuninate

microwave reflectors are as follolvs:

(a) mininrLmr spillover 1oss,

(b) independence of phase centre on operating frequ€trcL

(c) perfect matching to the transmission 1ine, source or

detector,

and

(d)

(e)

One of the first microwave antenna feeds, adapted fron the prac-

tice at longer wavelengths was the dipole feed [Silver, 1949]. Due to

the pattern properties of a dipo1e, a reflector plate is required to ob-

tain tJre directivity. These days dipole feeds are beÌng usect as a feed

for backfire antennas lEhrenspeek, 797 4),

The other feeding configrrations used for refl-ector antennas in-

clude he1ica1, planar spiral, conical spiral and log-periodic antennas.

The design and analysis of these feeds are available in many texts on

microrçave antennas [Jasik, 196f; hblff, 1966; Co11in and Zucker, 1969].

The radiation from these feeds has much larger bandwidth than the dipole

feed and also these feeds dc¡ not require any special feed.ing ar'rangenents

to gil-e polarization properties. Horrever, the frequency dependence of the

phase centre and the pcwer handling capability linrit their appj.icatioirs to

1ow cross -polarization conponents

ideal edge taper.
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reflector antennas.

In the case of a reflector

feed, dipole and horn arrays as well

used fSilver, 1949; Curnning, 19ó3].

also been used as line source feeds.

The most conrnon feeds for microwave reflector antennas are

the horn feeds. The simplicity of design along with their excellent imped-

ance, polarization and power handling capabilities have led to a wide

usage of horn feeds since their advent"

antenna that requires a line source

as slotted waveguide arrays can be

Pi1l box or cheese antennas have

Horns are constructed in a variety of shapes in order to control

one or more of the four najor electrical properties: gain, .poLarízation,

radiation pattern and impedãnce. Some of the basic shapes are the sector-

al horns (either E- or H-plane sectoral horns), pyranidal horns, and con-

ical horns. For circularly synmetric reflector antennas such as front-

fed paraboloids and the Cassegrain system, the conical horn is the nost

appropriate choice due to circular synunetry"

4T

A nr¡nber of improvements have been made in the corrical horn to

achieve better performance for use as a feed in reflector antennas. The

extension of conical horn to dual-node horn antenna [Potter, 1963] provides

the beamwidth equalization in all planes with at least 30dB side lobe

sr4pression in the electric fietd pfane. A conical horn.antenna with grooves

perpendicular to the wall of the horn has shown excellent properties for

use as a feed for reflector antennas lJansen et.al., 1969]. The attractive
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properties of the scalaï feecl or corrugated horn feed l.ed to a consicler-

able research in this area fClarri.coats, 1969; Clarricoats and Saha, f971].

The second. reference also refers to the work in different countries up to

1971.

T¡e use of a corrugated conical horn as a feed for Cassegrain

anteru.ra. reduces the spillover but does not provide much inprovement in

strpporting structure blockage. 'Ihe characteristics of the corrugated con-

ical horn feed and "dielguides" have shorun to be sinilar to each other

[Clarricoats, 1970]. In the present work, the dielguide is being used as

a feed for the Cassegrain anterna. To r:rrderstand the radiation pattern

of reflectcr antennas with a dielectric cone feed (Orapters IV and V) it is

necessary to predict accurately the radiation pattern of the horn r'¿ith

and v¡ithout dielectric cone.

In this chapter a comparison will be nade of the theoretical

and experjmental radiation patterns of the conícal horns rvith and r'¡ithout

dielectric cone. The racliation patterns are cal.cu1atecl using vector

KirchÌroff integral formulation [Silver, 1949] .

3.2 CONICAI HORI\ Al'iTENl\LA

The conical horn anterura is formecl by flaring the wal1s of a

circular rraveguicle as shorrn in Fig. 3.1. The usual method of exciting

this anter:ria is tirough a rectangular t,;aveguide r¡ith a transition from

rectangular to circular ',raveflui<Je. By virtue of its a:lial Syffnetry, the coni-

cal horn can handle an)' polarizaticn of the clomirnnt node.

t¡¡nnntf-3-



Sc¡orr and Beck (1950) r'eported a rirodal replesentation for the

n,odes in a senri-infinite perfectly conducting conical horrr' A sinilar

forrnulatj.on \,,"4s later used by Bailin and Sil-ver (1956) to determine the

radiation fron the slots on a conical horn. Iresign data for conical horns

is given by King G950).

The raclia.tion patterr of the conical hom can be calculated using

either the aperture field integration technique [Silver, 1949] or the edge

d.iffraction theory lHar]nd, 1968]. The aperture field integration technique

provided gcod results for cones with flare angles up to 20o [Schorr and

Becll, 1950]. This v¡as due to certain approxinations nade to ensure fast

convergence of the j.ntegrals. Recently, a good agreement with the experi-

mental data has been reported for cones with flare angles rip to 45o using

nwrerical- nrethods fi'larasinhatt and Rao, 197]'1 . A sinilar approach rviil be

used in the follorving sections to calculate the radiation pattems for the

conical hom.

3,2,I CIraracteristic Equation and Aperttrre Fields

43

Consider a perfectly conducting conical vtaveguide of flare angle

0" and slant length a with apex at the origin (Fie. 3.1). The fields

inside the conical rvaveguide are assuned to be those tbr an infj-nitely long

rvaveguide. The hybrid modes i¡ the conical rvaveguide can be conveniently

represented as sìriler-positions of the fiel.ds TE to r and Tf'f to r

[Harrington, 1961] . ],faking ell appropriate choice of the electric and nng-

netic vector potentials for the TE to T and TïÍ to r field-s, the

fielC ccmponents cen be evaþiated from the following set of eqtntions

ftlarrington, i96l]
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(rtrotrót)

Fig.3.1

(a,o,ó)

Coordinate system for the conical horn antenna
analysis
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In tJre conical hraveguide the fielas should have the periodicity

in 2r on 4 , finiteness at 0 = 0 and also satisfy the radj-atíon

con¿ition at infinity. Hence, the appropriate choice for TTvf to r mode

fwrctions r^¡ith a time dependence "jult is as follows:
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1 âtFt
j,ùurSne ar50

(3.1)

(3.2)

r^*rere m = 0, 1, 2, ..., {(Coso) and hv(kr) are the associated

Legendre futction ancl the spherical Riccati-Hankel furrction of second kind,

respectively. For this choice of vector potential, the field components

for Tll to r modes calculatecl by usì-ng equations (3,1) - (3,6) are as follon's:

A, = Aru { (coso) hud<r) Cos(m0)

(3. 3)

(3.4)

(3.s)

(3.6)

^E- = þ-rr(vlll pn(Cose) h. (kr) Cos(m6)r J{¡e r V' ' Vt

(3.7)

(3.8)



L. .,- d{(coso)Iitv K v'Eu = Ë, ---æ-- hj(kr) Cos (nQ)

A*.,kn {(coso)MVEo = - ffi -ST"F- hj (kr) sin(rno)

H -0r

Ho=-

H,=-
a

nA f,lcosel
MV

In tJ:e above equations the

Ricatti-Hankel function with respect

bor:ndary conditionr E, = EO = 0 at

satisfy the characteristic equation

{(cosou) = o

SinO

A
MV

r-.__æ-
d{(coso)

hußr) Sin(mþ)

huGr) Cos (mS)
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The appropriate choice of the vector potential for

mode fi¡nctions is as follows:

(3.e)

(5 .10)

prime denotes the derivative of the

to its argtulent. To satisfy the

0 = 0" , the paraneter v must

With this choice,

set of equations

E -0r

F
!n

É

( 3.11)

F = B f,fCosOl h lkrl Sinlmólr mv v' ' v'

(s.L2)

the field components are then given

for TE modes.

(3.13)

mB
MV 4fcosel-:frf huGr) cos(mÖ)

(3.14)

tor

( 3 .ls)

by the following

(3.16)

(s.r7)



¡*. drt(coso)
n _ Inv V-uó = -i --ãõ-- hußr) sin(mÖ)

B
Lr _ rìv
ll r Jou

!lËi) {tcose) hu Gr) sin(n{)

H^=
U

B ¿flfcosolM\) K V'
¡¡* t -=ãõ- hj(kr) sin(nÓ)

B ilcosol
Irru nK V'

I*- 
" 

-TT"o-- hj (kr) cos (mo)H,=
a

pararneter

The

v

bourdary

nrirst be

The solutions for the characteristic equations (3.14) and (3.27)

can be obtained by using the bisection method fPenni-ngton, 1970] along

with ttre hypergeonetric erpansion of the associated Legenctre polynornial

[Gradshteyn anC R1'zhik, 1965,pp.1007]. Recently, the i:rtegral representa-

tion of the associated Legendre polynomials has been used to obtain the

solutions of the characteristic eqr;ations [Narasirnhan and Balasubramanya,

L9741. This technique provides good results for the eigenvalues with zero

and unity azi¡ruthal dependence. However, the con4ruter program written to

evaluate the eigenr,alues using 'an integral representation can not be general*

ized for any va1r.æ of m due to different. integrands.

¡a {(coso)/delo-o = o
e

condition E, = 0 at 0 = 0^ requires that theQe
a solution of the characteristic equation

ll 'l+t

(3.1 8)

( 3. r_e)

(3.20)

(3.2r)

The first four roots of the characteristic eqr-rations are plotted

in Figures 3.2 and 3.3 as a function of thb cone flare angle for m = 0

and m = 1, respectivel.y. The subscript m and IÌ , used to identify the

(3.?Z)
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modes, are respectir;ely the azi:iruthal dependence and the order of the

root of the characteristic equrtions for increasing values of v r

For the purpose of conrputation, it is convenient to use a sligltt-

1y moclified form of the transverse. aperture fields over a spherical cap

of r = a Dropping the amplitude corstant, the time dependenc" uj*t

and considering only the outgoing h'ave, the transverse aperture fiel-ds

for T4 to r modes are given at r = a asl

d{(coso)
Ee = l-¿õ- Cos (nö)

{(coso)Eö=-mrTTm- Sin(ng)

. d"fccsol
He=-iF-*äo--sin(nxÞ)

. dP*tlcoso)
Ho = - -ïfutm-%--:cos(mó)
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u'here

Similarly, the transverse aperture fields for TE to r rnodes

aregivenatT=aast,

{(coso)
E0 = - m#r;0-Cos(m,Í¡) (5.28)

\(ka) =kh,l (ka)/hufta)

(3.23)

dflfcosel
EO = -# sin(mÖ)

(3.24)

(3.2s)

(3.26)

(3.27)

(3.?,s)



R., (ka) d{(coso)
H = V' ' v'
'o = -3u¡ --re-- Sin(mó)

R. (ka) flr(coso)
H, = Y m u== = CoslmólQ lou b]-nu

versal fields in the E- and H- plane of a fabricated horn with flare

angle 9.5o are shovn in Figr.rres 3.4 and 5.5. These amplitudes are norm-

alized to provide the same gain of the far field radiation pattern. The

actual amplitudes of these modes depend r.pon the throat design and the

cone length [Schorr and Beck, 1950].

The amplitudes of the TE , TM , TE and TI,f trans-

3"2.2 Theoretical and Experimental Radiation Patterns

Now that the aperture fields of the conical horn are known, the

radiation field % may be determined by Kirchhoff-Huygents integration

over the aperture area. The radiation field % at the obseryation point

with coordinates (r', 0', ö') is given by fSilver, 1949, pp.161].

ll tt 12
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(3.30)

(3.31)

t2

Es(o,,ó,) = - ik-g¡?(-jkr') îr,*l[ñxF,
A

(ñ x E'1)l expUkr . ãr,) dA

indicated in Fig, 3.L,where as

F

T'

is the vector from

the aperture;

is the i:nit vector

the origin to the element of

- fu/e)'/'ãr, x

(3.32)

from the origia to the observation point;
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Fig. 3.4 E-plane aperture amplitude distributions for various
modes il a conical horn antenna with 0^ = 9.5o.
The different distributions are nonnaLiíed to yield
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n is the unit vector normal to the aperture;

and E1 ,F-i are the aperture fields.

Sr-bstituting for the different vectors and after sorne símple

algebraic rnanipul-ations, the radiation field components are for¡nd to be

0^ zT

Eso,(o',0') = - jk gryÍ-jtr') 
J-f [-Eucos(o-o') * Eo cose

00

Sin(ö-0') - (u/e) t" nu Cos0' Sin(ô-O')

- (u/e) " ' ,þ {Cos0 Cos0 | Cos (0-Ó') * Sing Sing'}l

eryuo + jrfr cos(o-o')l a2sino d0 do G.33)

and

" (u/e) "' nu Cos(ô-0') - $/e)''' ,þ Cos0 Sin(O-O')l

e4p ljcr * jrf,, Cos(O-O')] a' Sino d0 dQ (3.34)

: 
where

0 = ka Cos0 Cos0' (3.35)

and r! = ka sino sino' ( 3.36)

Er*, (0 

"ô') 
= -
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00

- E, {Cos0 Cos0' Cos(0-0') * Sin0 Sin0'}

jk e
4
]p
fir

(-
i-

jkr') ¡0s ¡ zTt

I .J [-Eu coso' sin(0-0')

The ru.unerical evaluation of the above i-ntegrals can be consid-

erabLy simplified by substituting the closed form expression for the 0

integration. This is due to the representation of e)cp[jú Cos(þ-Q')]

in terms of Bessel fimctions fHarrington, 1961, pp.Z30]. Perfonning the

Q integration with the aperture field conponents from equations (3"23)



(3.31), the radiation field corTponents are reduced to the following

equations.

EH, (0,,0,) = - . .ï*,, J:"rr 
{iiFrt' ,r \jtl"

d{'l(coso) R, (ka)
Cosg Cosg'] + ô tr-- {CosO -jç-_ Cos0'}

R lkal
- , uk ræf,(coso) sinot Jm(ü) I ery(jo) sino d0

E$,(o',Þ,)=-c
\,(ka)
?coso] -

- 2j Sin0 Sin0r

ro^ {(cose¡
Sin(rn0 r) ! " [-*0 -.ffir-- {Cos0 '

ætCc"'ål R.,(ka)
E i6- {Coso Cosot

drfl(coso)
Jn({,) -j6-l exp(jq,) Sino do

ro^ d{(Coso)
Cos(mQ') 

J 
" tE -å- iCos6 Cosg'

{¡coso) 
o 

&,(u")
-i;;o- {coso ' - Ìç_- Coso }

den(coso)
Jm(qr) $--f exp(js) sino do

ES,(o',0')=-c,
R.(ka)- Jir-] + mo

+ 2j Sin0 Sin0t
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El, (o',0') = - c' sin(nþ,, 
I%,u 

4#"tu' ,

- coso] . * 
ni::::u) 

, \þ coso coso'Sin0 ' jk

(3.37)

where

+ 2jm {(cose) Sino' Jm(!r)l erpUs) sino d0

c = jt F, u*, hußa) exp(-jkr')

ct = j* F, Aru hu(ka) e4p(-jkr,)

(5.38)

E = J*_ , 
(ú) - Jn*, ({,)

R,(ka)l---- Cos0 t

lK

_1]

(3.3e)

(3.40)

( 3 .41)

(3.42)

(3.4s)



ard Jm(i!) is the cylinderical Bessel fi.lrrction of order m and

argtrnent ü .

ô=J*_r(ú)+J**r(,l,)

The above equations are utilized to obtain the radiation patterns

of the fabricated conical horn of flare angle 9.5o at two frequencies of

8.5 and 11 GÍ-. These radiation patterns along with the observed radia-
z

tion patterns are plotted in Figures 3.6 and 3.7. rn t]re theoretical

pattern calculations, attention has been restricted to the doninant mode(TE1r)

in the conical horn. A good agreement of the obserrred and calculated

radiation patterns is clearly indicated.

3"3 DIELECTRIC CONE ANTENNA

A dielectric cone antenna consists of a dielectric cone fed by

a horn antenna. For th-e circul-arly syrmretrÌc case, the launcher could

either be a conical horn or a corrugated conical horn. Due to the expen-

sive nanufacturing of corrugated conical horn antenna fClarricoats and

Saha, 1971], the attention in the present worl< is restricted to a conical

horn launcher.
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(3.44)

The analysis of the dielectric cone antenna requires a knowledge

of the appropriate modes in the dielectric cone. Very little theoretical

and e4perjmental work is available for determining the mode propagation

fSalema, 1972] or scattering frorn a dielectric cone fRuck et.al", 1970].

This, as shown in the following sections, is due to the excessive time







involveci ilt tire evaluation of the associated l,egendre poly:romials and the

siim:ltaneols solution of trvo tr:anscendental characteristic equations ob-

tained by nratching the boundary conditions. ény atterqpt to obtain the

solutioli invoLves an approxination to reduce the two characteristic

equations into one and approximatì.ng the associated Legendre polynoriiials

by an asymptotic expansion.

A sinúlaríty betrveen the ccrrugated feed and optical waveguide

as shoiun by Clarricoats (19i0) has been used by Salema (L972) to develop

an approxima.te solutj.on for the dielectric cone antema. Since a better

solution i.s not available the same approximations w111 be used in the fol -

lowing sections, The eigenvalues thus detennined are used to calculate the

radiation patterns using vector Kirchhoffts integral form-rlation. The

effect of adding higher order mode contributions to the radiated field

añd some experirnental resrrlts are also discussed.
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3.3.1 Characteristic Equation for a Di-electric Cone Antenna

Consider an infinite lossless cone of dielectric constant t,

irnmersed in a naterial of dielectric constant ., (Fig. r1.8) . The

spherical coordinate system is chosen in such a way that the axis of the

cone lies along the positir,'e z-axis, The hybrid rnodes propagating inside

the dielectric cone can be represented as a combinati.on of TE to r

and TNI to r n'xrCes. The appropriate vector potentials for these modes

are gir.en as fi{arrington, 1961]

¡(') - A* hr(k,t) {(coso) cos(mq) (3.4s)
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P(r r 0, Q)

o^ e ,u.s 1 l

Fig. 3.8 Coordinate system for the dielectric cone anterma



for modes

p(') - Brms

inside the

hr(k,r) {tcoso) sin(mq)

dielectric cone and

nfz) = C*t ht(krr) {(-cose) Cos(no)

for modes in the region outside the dielectric cone. In the above

equations

oÍ') = D*t htßrt) {(-cose) Sin(mo)

k2
I

k2
2

and

=(r)2eillt

{(coso),S.

of first kind;

h-(k r) ,5l

of second kind for a

ential equations

= (l)2e It
2

(3.4e)

(3. s0)

lf(-Coso) are the associated Legendre fi.nctions
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(3.46)

and

ha(krr) are the spherical

time dependence of "j" ,

(3.47)

(3.48)

s2(* *k'
trz I

s22
f u +k
Ar" ¿

It should be noted that {{CosO) and {{-CosO) are two

linearly independent solutions of the differential equatiors for the

associated Legendre polynonrials [Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 1965] and for

the fields to be decaying outside the cone, t should be taken as - L/2
+ jt'.

s(s+11, h^(k r) = o
T2>1

t (tll), hu (k^ r) - o
Ttwz

Riccati - Hankel fimctions

and satisfy the differ-

(3. sl)

(3.s2)



Substituting the electric and magnetic vector potentials of

equations (3.45) - (3.48) in equations (s.1) - (3.6) gives the fierd

components in the two regions as

¡ ( ' 
) - L- -å(ÏÐh- ft r) 4(coso ) cos (mQ) (s. ss)r re i'e'r' 

--st r ' s

"(,) - ^ 
hr(k,r) 

,. 
Rr(k,t) {tcose; * B* {(cose) r"e - ^Írs r L ;r. =6- q;- --Sï-no_- J

sin(mQ) (3. s4)

"(,)_^ 
hr(k,r),. or(k,t) {(coso)"O _^ms r L_@__ __3îñ6__

B*- dfl(Coso)_ ils s-. # --aõ- I sin(mþ) (s.ss)

¡1(') = s =:{fP n, (k,r) {(coso) sin(mq)T rns JoulT
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no(,) = A_" ry r _ m w . þ #¿ 4j;*,
u ÍlS r ' 51n0 mS- I

Sin(mþ) (3.s7)

¡. \ h- (k r) æT(coso) B__ R_ (k r)HlrJ=A s'r't- il '*ro=*Jf
Q rns il d0 ms- I

{(coso )-tffi- I Cos(mq) (3.s8)

s(,) - crt j9 h.G,r) {{- coto) cos(m4) (s.se)
J1Ule T

(3. s6)
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,G) -n 
h.(krr),-R¿(krt) adf{-cote)

-0 -mt r ' ju¿z d0

D-+ {¡-øse)r Ç -tm__ I cos(nÇ,) (s.60)

rÍ,) = c - U¿ r - m 
R.(k,r) 4Í:*"1

Q -mt r L "- jue z Sino

Lt d4( -coso ) , ,* #! I sin(m4) (3.ó1)cnrt do r \

¡1(,) - o* #? h.(k,r¡ {t-coso) sin(m4)
2

Hr(t) = cmt

. þ *.!k,'t 
¿4(.-coso) 

1 si,,¡*q¡ (j.6s)Cmt jr¡Hz do

,,(r) - ., h.(krr) . a{c-coso)
"o -'mt r L---æ--

h*(k r) {¡-cose)
---i-"'-Eãìo

nürere

Dmt R.(k,r) {(-coso¡ _. * # Tu,. -iñd-r cos(mo)

and

Rrßrt) = k, h'r(krr)/hr(krr)

Ra(krr) = k, h'a(krr¡lhaCkrr)

(3.62)

The continuity of Langential E, and H,. at 0 = 0" gives, respectively

(3.64)

(3.6s)

(3. óó)



A =C)ns mt
I

2

The continuity of La:rgential E* and H* along rvith equations

(3.67) and [3.68) ]eads to

B
ms

!_G4Ì
s (s+1)

-D,
mï.

4(-coso")
rf(coso 

")

{(-coso")u
t

u )

r (t+1) 
-

s (s+1)

ha (k, r)
ñ-ïaTr

S-

cmt

-=
Dmt

and

{{coso")

joe

II

U +f+r1l

t' #ö Pr*(o") - Prm(oe)
2

hr(krr)
ñ-m" rTs'r

Cmt

D_
ME
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respectively, rvhere

=rflj(')u
2

(s.67)

R,(k,r) |i$+i - P1ß,r)

e
t

Ê
2

SinO
P lel- e
sllr'-e' 

{tøse")

(3.68)

:i$i+ Psn(oe) - Ptrn(oe)

Pün(oe) =

Equating equations

equation, namely

æT(coso)>ì
d0 'U=U.e

æT( -cose )
rLlt d0 'U=U

SinO
e

{{-coreu)

(3.6s)

(3.6e) and (3.70)

G.7a)

gives the first

(3.7r)

characteristic

(3.72)



,'', t(t+1) n , !L- 16rú "rr(0") - 
pon(oe)l[:L 

SS+tpr*(o.) - 
pm(oJ]

22

and similarly the ccntinuity of r Ee and U HO leads to the second

characteristic equation

n ;o'- [R--(k,') #Si] - R.(krr)l' = 0 (s.73)
tteu r I

22

lR^ (k r)
5l

e
I

c
2

eu
Psm(oe) - Ra(krr) Pün(oe)l * m,*,aru, [1 - -¿l

22

#iå+Psm(oe)

Equations (3.73) and (3.74) need to be solved si:nu1-uaneously,

for any large r, to obtain the values of s and t and no exact method is

l<noi,¡n in the literature to accqnplish this task. IIost of the available

methods [Zaguskin, 1961] either fail to converge or have very slorv

convergence. The selection of .proper roots becones more cünp1j-cated due

to the involvsnent of the functions { (cos 0) ""d 4 (-cos 0), both of

which have infinite zeros.
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R. (krr) Ptrn(oe) I [Rs (kr *.,, L t(t*l).'' v s (s+1)
2

t(t+l) r _ ^ilr-fÏr - u

(s.74)

The abor¡'e two

equation by enfcrcing a

k2 = o2eru,

and

kl = ur2e ¡rc 2'2

characteristic

solution sucir

equations can be redr.¡ced to one

that

(5. 7s)

(s.76)LGIU
¡2



The abovc assuqntion of making one propagation constant (k.) to

be.",alid insicie and outsicle the.orì" ptoti.des a satisfactory agreenent' as

shot.,,n belovr, r,¡i.th the erqterìmentai.1.y observed patterns, This asstnrpticn appears

to hold good for cone lengths rvith krr>7 l-. For small cone lengths, the di-

electric cone has to be divided into an infinite set of sheets of infinit-

esimal thickness dr' , for which the solution is exact, and one lr'ou1d

have to derive a general expression for the coirpling betrveen the adjacent

sections fSalenra, 1972). Th-is approach is not attempted here since the

cone lengths considered satisfy the condition k r >> 1.
2

It can be easily shot'.n that equations (3.75) and (3.76) after

some manipulations give

-, - 
t,u, s(s+1) - 

kå 
[1 - tç-t*lJl

' - ;T tFIf 
',. u 

t' s-(s+1)'
22 22
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The approximations given by equations (5.75)

strbstituted in equations (3.65) and (3.66) give

Rr(krr) + - j

R.(krr) + - j

Using equations (3.77)

characteristic equation for the

kc

kc

and (3.76) rr'hen

(3.77)

- (3.79) in equation

dielectric cone as

(3.78)

(3.74) gives tl:e

(3.7e)



e
r1L:_

2
:i$+i psm('e) - prn('")r t þ:f$+i p,*(0") - ptm('e)l

The solution of the above equation to obtain the eigenvalues,

s , requires the cornputation of associated Legendre functions. The

nunerical evaltiation of the associated Legendre fi.mction with negative

argurent, to calculate Par(0") , has very slow convergence particularly

for small cone angles due to the logarithmic singularity at 0"= 0o.

This difficulty can be ci-rcunvented by using the asymptotic expaasion

[Salema, 19721

m2 k2
Cra--lr

o2e u22

z

t (t+1) .,- ;Gr1-) r

.Q,in {[-coro^) : A Km(,r:f(ffi)- tanoe)
o-+o L I

e

u'here K is
m

approximation
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the

the

(5. 80)

modified Bessel function of the second kind. With this

parameter P-*(0.) is given by' tIIl- e

Pm(oe) 
= I:TFIJ

It should be noted

this approximation was found

the exact value. Therefore,

significant change of either

radiation pattern"

tanO K:(/ -t(t+l) tanO )em-e-
Coso K-.(,/--Jlt(-t-Ð tano )em-e-

that the difference in eigenvalues due to

to be in the fourth significant digit froin

this approximation should not result in any

the aperture field distribution or the

(3.81)

(3.82)
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It is interesting to note that the approxinations given by

eqr.rations (3.75) and (3.7ó) nnke tlte eigenvalues of tire dielectric

.cone as a function of the cone length. The eigenvalues s are

no1{ frrrctions of dielectric constant, relative permeability,

cone angle and cone length. However, as shor^n in Figures s.9 and 3.10

the variation in the eigenvalues rqith the change in cone lengths is not

very significant. Therefore, the error in making these approximations

is probably smal1 particularly for large <lielectric constants of the cone

material (Fig.3.10).

3.3.2 Apeqture Field Distribution

The characteristic equation, derived in the prece,dmg section,;

is used to find the ei.genvalue s for a particular mode inside tire rlj--

electric cone. The value of s is a ftrrction of the material paralneters

i.e. dielectric constatrt and permeability as I'e11 as the cone angle and

the cone length. Asst¡ning that trt¡rcating the ccne does not result in
any change of mode behaviour, the aperture field conponents for a large

cone, satisfying the condition krl * kc0, can be hritten as

¡(') - L- -:-GilJh-(k^r,) {¡øre¡ cos(me)f ffiS : "2 
--S'--C' -S\---

J(¡e l)c

s!r) = R0ms I-
m2k

c
LrJe '\

I

k. a{tcose)
ûre ---ì16--

I

Crfcose)

#lcos(n+)

(3. 83)

(5. 84)
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Fig. 3.10 Doninant roots of the characteristic eqr-ration
of the dielectric cone versus cone flare angle
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'(t) -
0

A
NS

h rk !.1
5L--I-t

mk.c+_
oe

¡1(r) = 4rms

nk f,lcoselc s-
oe -Sîn0

I

{(coso)
-E-- I sin(mq) (3.8s)

I

m sls+l) kc

u!') - AU ÍIS

uze p 9,2
I ll.

h lk r,)s'c'- !. L-m

r,vhere

H!,) = n 
hs(kcl')

Qmsv"

x hsßc

{(coso)
-sîñã-

u
IÄ-u
2

ïn writing the above equa-tions, the

e.) {(coso)

mk2c

"xûJ-e u1l

m2k2
c

o l\
(t)'e uI1

in terms of

7L

(3.78) and (3 .79) . For the purpose

use a slightly modified forn of the

t-

t+1

d{tcosol_rc-

Uzs

Sin(mQ)

d{(coso)
Þl
der

s+1

AÍìs

Pr*(0") - Pm(oe)

for which use has

(3.86)

Ef ')U

r (')
o

{(cose)>l
Sin0 I

Cos (ng)

(3.8 i)

Sin(mg)

(3.88)

(3 .8e)

h^ (k^r,)
¡5L= ff " ,- E^ CoslnólMSJ¿UC

constant B has been substituted
ilts

been made of equations (3.67) - (5.69),

of conrputation, it is convenient to

transverse aperture fields as

hrk1,l
¡5L

=a-tsms J¿ Qc

s!,) = a h, 
!k 

s)"
"0 'lns [ ^'ec

H*(r) = n*^ 
hr(f.s) tQ ms .e, 'bc

Sin(m0)

Sin(mþ)

Cos (rnp)

(3. e0)

(3. e1)

(s.e2)

(3 "es)



where

Ë="oc
k_c
ûJe

I

mkcto.

d{(cose)

-d0=-

{(coso)
--:- e

SinO
I

{¡coso)TI.ec _ _flr 
_Iñê_

m2k fllcosolc s-v-
ûJe ^ Sin0

I

The apertrre fields for a dielectric cone with flare angle 9.5o

and cone length !" = 54.6246 crns. are plotted in Figures 3.11 and 3.I2.

The dielectric constant used in these computations is 2.28. All amplitudes

are normalized to provide the same gain of the far field radiation pattern.

The actual amplitude of the individual modes depends upon the excitation

efficienq¡ of the mode urder consideration.

no. =
{(cose¡-__æ-

nkc
(¡e

1

k2
-t c

o2e uII

,, 4(aoru)
^de

n'k: {(coso)c s'
o L Sin0

ûJ-e uII

dPnlcosel
., S' '

^de
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3"3.3 Mode Excitation Efficiencies

(3.e4)

A nunber of higher order cone modes, in addition to the domin-

ant mode, are generated at the junction of the dielectric cone with the

launcher. The excitation efficiencies of these modes depend upon the

modes in the lar.urcher, electrical lengths of the launcher and the dielec-

tric cone, cone angles of the latincher and the dielectric cone as well

as the dielectric constant of the cone material.

(3. es)

(5. e6)

(3.e7)

The excitation efficienq¡, defined as the ratio of the power
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in the particular node to the incident node, c¿in be Cetermined by using

the procedure <lescribcd belorv. The ¡lode ntatching procedu:'e used belolv

is similar to the one gi-ven by Clarricoats and Slin¡r (19ó7).

Let the fields on the left side of the jr,rnction be given by

E, , Fi, and those on the right side have the components E* -. , -H.. .-).' ^ Rrl' ffiril

l"fatching the tangential field components over the bowrdary gives

er(1 +r, )= fr {,r,r,8r,,,

where I is the voitage reflection coefficient for the dominairt node in
I

the conical horn. The above equations have been lvlitten urcler tlle assmr-

ption that the porrer in the incident field is carried only b)' one compo-

nent havj¡rg the azimuthal dependence m. Taking tlre cross product of the

tlvo eqr-ntions bylffr, *d Eå,r, , respectively arld using the orthogonality

of the modes leads to

E. 11 -r l= r, Ã H1' ., ' h msrfl flrfl

and

a=ilr[
A.

__ nrfun

l+r
I

Ã
nS rn

1-r
1

(3. e8)

&

f G. xll )"nda
; t1 ilrfl'
f\

b=ffirû

(3.ee)

TIE
A 

- fl'rl
-=------=--xH l.nda

ln, Ii'

i ('t'

Itt*,t*u*,.,) "nc1a

xE I ndailrû'

(3.10 o)

(3 .101)



r',here ñ is the r.urit norrral to the jr-l'rction srrface.

(3.100) and (3.101):

21- _6_
^ = mtn mtn
¡tns'n a +6

ftrû fiìr[

and
6 -a

f _ mrn mrrl
t ã +Ë-

ffiril ilrfl

The excitation efficiency of the
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Fronr equations

with the value of the coefficient Ã-^ .^ obtai¡ed from Eq. (3.102).
ms rn

Assuning that the power in the conical horn is can'ied only

by TE - rc&, the constant Ã*. - of the nth mode rrrittr unity azinuthal' tl ' msrn

dependence in the dielectric cone is given by

n -A xA'flrû ms,n ns rn

nth mcCe is then given by

-*
l(t*,t*n*,n)'nda

A
(Fi *

(s.ro2)

H:.) ' n da

h.. (k a)hl G a) I Io*,r--ziffi (3.10s)

where

(3.103)

k = u:l-ep
I ll

0leI, = .| (Eo. Ho. - uo. nu.) sino do

0

,ou fllcosol df,lcosol

,| t-*#no. - #Hr.J sino de

0

(3 .104)

f=
2

(3 .106)

(3.107)



r -t3J
0

o"

and a = length of the conical horn.

t-
k ùPnlcosol kmltrlCosolt vì= 'E, + --1- t,---=---=1- f^ I Sin0ûJU du QC - üJU )lnu uc-

The above equations have been obtajned by using eqtr,ations (3.28)

- (3.31) for the fields in the conical horn with a dielectric material

ancl equations (3.90) - (3.93) for the fields in the dielectric cone.

The variation of the excitation efficiéncies ivith dielectric

constant for the first tJree dcq'ninant modes are indicated in Fig. 3.13. The

excitation efficiencies of the first two modes decrease rvith an i¡crease

in the dielectric constant. For the third FIE* mode, there is an increase

in the excitaticn efficiency with the diel-ectric constant. Houever, bclth

the second and third order modes have constant excitation effieiencies

for relative pernúttivity greater than 3.0.

The effect of changing the dielectric cone length on the excita-

tion efficiency is shorrn in Fie. 3.I4. The amount of change in excita-

tion efficiency is snall for a dielectric constant of. 2.5 as compared to

the change for a dielectric constant of L.1. An increase in diel-ectric

cone length resul-ts in a decrease in'excitation efficiencies of the first
trr'o nodes and an increase in the third mode. Although the minimun cone

length indicated in Fig . 3.L4 has the r.alue kr0 = 100 , calculations

have alsc been performed for lengths less than.{åis va1ue. Based on these

calculations, the na-xj¡run efficiency of the dominant mode occurs arowtd

k f, = 70 , for ln'hich value the valiCity of the approxirnations is c¡uestion-
I

able.

d0
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(3.108)
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The effect of r,arying the conical horn lengtir (kr") and the

cone flare angle (Ce) on the excitation efficiencies is s'nn1l (Figures

3.15 anC 3.16) as conpared to the effect of cone leng;th and the dielectr:.c

constant. The excitation efficienry increases with conical horn length.

qp to a cerLain length and then virtually remains constant. An incr:ease in

cone flare angle results in a smal1 decrease of the excitation efficiencies.

ûne corrnon feature

that the amor¡it of variation

Ck ¿) , conical hcrn length
2

with the dielectric constant.

r¡rderstand a¡rcl explain these

3.3,4 Theoietj.cai and E8rerimental Radiation Patterns

in aI1 the three Figures 3.L4 - 3.1ó, is

in excitation efficiency with cone length

(kr") , and cone flars angle (0.) decreases

Further investigations are needed to

observations.

The aperture fields of the dielectric cone, equati.ons (3.90)

[3!97), 'i\.ith the constant A*, determined from Eq. (3,1'CZ) can be used

i¡ Eq. (3.32) to obtain the theo¡etical radiation patterns of the di-

electric coile antenna. The surface of integration is chosen to be a plane

nor¡.al to the z-axis, so as to correspond with the asssnbled dielectric cone

(Fig. 3,77). The radiation field components at an observation point

[r'rgt ,pt ) for th.is choice of surface of integration are as follols:
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Er', (o',0') = -j* H u*p,-jkrt )A* costto'l Iu" [-Esc E coso

o Eoc ô - (vr/er)t" Ho. 6 coso coso'

,,0. E Cos0'l eiç(ja) hs(k l. Cos0"/Cos0) Sin0 d0 (3.109)

0

lv 
"/e,)" 

'



Er', (0',0') = -j* p"*(-jkrt')A* sin(mQ', Iu" [Er. ô coso coso'

- uo. E coso'+ (vr/e")t" ttu. E Cos0 + (vr/er)t" H*. ôl

where

eryûo) hs(kcr. Cosou/Coso) Sino do

E = Jm_r (!,) Jr*r (qr)

ô = J*_r (!r) * Jn*, (U)

þ = krL Cos0 Cos0l

and

It should be noted that in writing the above equations the

integration with respect to 0 has been performed in a closed form and

the reflection fron the aperture plane has been neglected. The reflec-

tion coefficients for field components at the aperture plane are derived

in Appendix B. These reflection coefficients are foi¡rd to be independent

of the variable O and therefore the integration with respect to this

variable can stil1 be performed in a closed form. Taking the reflection

into account modifies the radiation field conponents as:

k .q, r0^

Es', (0',0') = -jm #"*(-jkrt')Arns cos(mÓ') 
.| " [-Eoc (1 - Rrr)

0

E Coso * Eo.(l . v ô - (vr/er)"t nu.(1 - u ô coso cosor

- (u /e )t/t H,^ (1 * n..) { coso'l expUo) hs(k.f' cos0"/Cos0)
z z' QC - 1t'

Sino d0 (5.11s)

cr = k .4, Sin0 Sin0r
2

B3

(3.110)

(3.111)

(s.LL?)

( 3 .113)

(3.114)



ErO, (o',ô') = -j* aå. urç(-jkrr')Ans

6 Coso Coso' - EOc(l . ? E Cosot+ (vr/er)r,rnr.(1 - v

Ç cos0 + (vr/er)r! ïHqc (1 + Rr r) [ coso'] eryfio)

k .q,

where

hr[k.], Cos0"/Cos0) Sin0 d0

r0
sin(nþ') 

.f " [Eo. (1 - Rlr)
0

/e CosO- /e Cos0-
_2 lL

1l õ Cose + 'lf Cos0-2tL

'/T CosO - ,I t. Cos0.
=t2I

Æ- CosO + /-l- Cos0.r2t

and
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I
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ot = Sin-' (q sino/l e )

Equations (3.115) and (3.116) have been used to obtain the

theoretical radiation patterns of the assenbled cone. The d.ifferent

parameters of the assembled dielectric cone antenna are shown in Fig.

3.I7. The theoretical radiation patterns, using the aperture plane nornal

to the z-axis, are plotted in Fig. 3.18 along with the measrired radia-

tion patterns. The effect of adding higher order nodes with the same

azimut}r"l- dependence is also indicated.

(5.116)

(3.7L7)

The theoretical E-plane pattern agrees closely with the neasured

one ræ to about 12o. However, the agreement in Fl-plane patterns is not

(3.118)

(3.11e)
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that goal. The nieasurc<l patterns inclicate first side Lobes around 200

lvhile the theoletjcal patterns do not indicate any side lobe up to about

50 
0. 

The possible reasons for this difference in beliaviour Inay be due to

the assunptions given by eqrations (3.75), (3.76) and the excitation

of higher order: modes in the dielectric rqaveguide.

To obsewe the effect of the lzuncher ard the surface lvaves,

an absorbing material tvas wrapped around the dielectric cone up to a

ferv inches frcrr the main aperû:re. Figure 3.19 shorvs that the E-plane

radiatj-on patterns of the dielectric cone rvith ard lvithout absorbing

material differ only in tire side lobes beyond 250. This índicates that

the launcher and the zurface lv-aves (if orci-ted) affect only the far

o,rt si<1e lobes in the Ë-p1ane. However, the H-plane pattern tvas found

to be not appreciably affected by the radiation fron ttre Launcher alrd

the surface waves. Since there is no appreciable difference in the

radiation patterns rvith and witho-rt absorbing material alcurd 100,

this should indicate that the surface waves are either not excited

at all or if excitecl have r¡ery gna11 ampliUrdes. However, a further

investigation of the discrepancies is warranted.

The experinental radiation patterns have also been observed

at frequencies higher than 8 " 5 ffi, and the best operating frequency, frolt

tlre point of first side lobe leve1 less than 20 dB, is 10. Z GþIz Gig. 3.20).

This is probably due to the excitation of dual nodes in the circular





waveguÌde with

3.4

the dielectric material,

This chapter has presented a brief description of different types

of feeds used for reflector antennas. Among the various possible feeds

the h-orn antenna has enjoyed the most popularity mainly due to the rugged=-

ness, simplicity of design arrd const'ructÌon, low side lobe level and low

cross çolarization cølponent .

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The conical horn antenna, in the present case, is beiag used

as a launch-er for the dielectric cone feeds to the main reflector, The

analysÌs of the conical horn antenna shows a good agreement of the

theoretical radiation patterns with the measured patterns. F{rrwever,

the agreernent of the theoretical radiation patterns for the dietectric

cone antema Ì'j-ith the measured patterns is not very good. This rnay

be due to the approximation maile in developing the characteristic

equation as well as the excitation efficiencies determination, This

requires a further imrestigation of the dielectric cone antenna.
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The mode representation of the dielectric cone anterna is

utilized in the next two chapters to evaluate the performance of the

reflector antennas using dielectric cone feed.



ANTENM.S WITH N{ODIFIED DIELECTRIC

CHAPTER IV

CONE FEED



4.1

The use of lorv pernr-ittivity dielectríc cone to reduce the spill-

over in a Cassegrain antenna, aS shorrn in Fig. 4.1, was first proposed

by Bartlett and Àloseley (1966). In this proposal, the dielectric guiding

structure (Dielguide) placed betrr'een the primary feed and the subreflec-

tor utilizes the phen,,rmenon of total internal reflection to reduce the

spillover. The use of diel.ectric cone in this manner not only reduces

the spillover but also rernoves the sr4pport strwture blockage nhich, as

shorv'n in Chapter II, can be a source of reduction in efficiency for the

Cassegrain antema. The interest in these "dielguides" has persisted

since its announcement ftsartlett arrd Pietsch, 1968; Bartlett and Nbseley,

1969; Bartlett, IglLl. The basic ad.,antage of spillot'er reduction in the

dielgUides r{as only demonstrated on the basis of ray-optics concepts

lBartlett and tfoseley, 1966]. In this paper it was dernonstrated how some

of tire radiation from tire feed horn rrñich misses the metallic subreflector

i¡ the absence of the dielectric cone arrives there in its presence owing

to the total internal reflection at the dielectric-air bouurdary (Fie. 4.1).

No consideration ruas gi.ven to the field excitation and propagation in the

dielectric cone. An approximate theory \ìras later on proposcrd [Clarricoats

and Salema, 1971] to explain the propagation and radiation characteristics

of conical dielectric waveguides of narrow flare arrgles. In this study

the dielectric cone antennas , enrploying conical homs, rvere shorrn

to have the char-acteristics resenbli:lg closely trrose of the corrugated

horns [Clarricoats and Salema, L973)

ir\.lTR0DUCi'I0l'{
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It{ain Parabolic Reflector
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Fig. 4.1 Dielectric cone feed reflector antenna
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In tilc Casscgrain antenna cnrploying a dietectric cone feed, the

clicicctric cclie i-s insert-ed bctireen tÌie subreflector alcl the lat¡rcÌrer.

l:ixing the subieflcctor to the diel.ectric cone ¡rroved to be a difficult.

practical probleiri fSalema, 7972] in tÌre initial stages. This rvas due to

the r,.eight of the machined subreflector, "che requirements of accurate

centering and the aligrunent of the dielectric c.one and the subreflector

axes [Sa1ema, 1972]. These problerns carr theoretically be circuwented

by replacing tire zubreflector rvith a shaped dielectric surface. The

thêoretica-l feasibility of replacing the subreflector has already been

indicated lCiu-rgh and Shafai, 1976; Shafai and Chr-rgh, 7976).

The present chapter provides the design and alalysis of the

dielectric cone antenna in vhich the fabricated plastic foa¡r subreflector

is replaced r,¡ith the shaped dielectric surface. The the¡ret j-cal radia-

ti.on patterns of the antemas employing a nodified dielectric cone feed

rr'il-l also be presented.

ÔJJ-+

^a+.L

The design procedure for shaping the dielectric surface, in-

stead of a polished or metallic subr:efiector, uses analytical expressions

of geometrical. optics principles. For the modifiec dielectric cone to

act as a feed to a reflector, any ray incident on Lhe shaped surface S

fi'om thc latulcher nust be totalty internally reflected at the surface S

$ig. a.2). Thus, the angle of the incident ray ir'ith the surf¿rce nor::¡l

0*. ^ shorrld be greater than or ec1ual to tle critical angle fBorn anci
nl.c

ìioif, 1964]. Frcm the Sne11's iai,'of refleci:ion, the crit.ical zurgle is

DESIG'I OF TFE SHAPED REFLECT]NG SURFACE
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a fi.¡nction of the dielectric constants of the two media at the interface.

with one of the rnedia being air and the incident wave passing from a

medirrn of relative permittivity r, , the critical angle 0. is given by

Since

critical angle,

oc = sin-'çt.o/G 
r)

the

1et

where 0 is the angle of the incident ray at the phase centre and K

is some positive constant.

angle

angle

0nic=0c+K0

e has
n]-c

eben1c

Snellfs 1aw of reflection along with the geometry shown

4.2 gives

0 =Q =¡ßlqìn1c nrc ' ¿'

to be greater than or equal to the

e4pressed as

where ß and 0rrr. are the angles of the reflected ray with the horizorr-

tal axis and the surface normal, respectively. rf n, is the length of

the ray fron the phase centre to the poi-nt P on the surface, then using

equation (4.2) and (a.3) the differential equation for the shaped surface

S is given by

(4.1)

(4.2)

de.

t-d = tar
t

(ry)

tan (0. + K0)

in Fig.

(4 .5)

(4.4)



or
cos(1/K) o.

r, = H 
c";rtÆq. ñù

where H is the distance of the surface S fron the phase centre for

0 = 0 It is obseryed frorn Eq. (4.5) that the surface curvature is a

function of the relative perrnittivity of the cone meditun as well as the

constant K.

The suitability range for the constant K can be determined

by imposing the restriction that the reflected ray fron the shaped sur-

face S i¡¡hen incident on the dielectric cone borndary is not totally in-

ternally reflected. This essentially means that the angle Onie of the

Tay PQ with the edge normal should be less than 0. , the critical angle.

Frorn Fig. 4.2, this condition requíres that
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where 0" is the cone flare angle. The second condition which also needs

to be satisfied is that the transnitted rays from the cone edge should

be going in the backward direction for the structure to act as a feed to

the main reflector. From Fig. 4.2, t}re angle of the transmitted ray with

horizontal axis is given by

goo- e - e < ße c-

(4 .s)

y = 900- 0^ - sin-'Gr; sino-, ^)'e'ln1e'

Assuning that the

(4.6)

maxjmr.rn value of the angle

(4"7)

y is along



the edge normal, the range for ß is

or

900- e

The above equation when satisfied for angle 0 being equal to zero gives

the maximun and ninimtm permissible values of the dielectric constant

for a given cone algle. Some values for the range of permissible dielec-

tric constants are presented in Table 4.1 for different cone angles.

goo-o -o <20
6--VU

e < ß < 900- ec -' e

Equation (4.9) r.,uhen satisfied for 0 = 0" provides the permis-

sible values for the constant K. However it should be noted that the

ninimun possible value for K is either zero or the one provided by Eq.

(4.9) whichever is greater. Table 4.2 gives the perrnissible values of

K for a cone flare angle of 5o.

+ (2K-1) o < 90o- oe

9B

The shape variations of the surface S w'ith K for a corstart

value of relative permittivity are shomr in Fig. 4"3. The shape is

convex towards the y-axis for K less than one and for K = 1 the

slope is constant. For values greater than K = 1 , the slope of the

surface is convex towards the x-axis.

(4.8)

(4 .e)

The surface curvature for K = 1 is a straight line (Fig. a.a)

with a slope given by the cotangent of the critical angle. The x-axis

(zero slope) corresponds to a relative permittiuity of one a¡rd y-axis

corresponds to an infinite relative permittivity. With the medit¡n surrorlrd-



Maxirm.un and Minímun

Relative

1

2

3

4

5

6

Table 4.I

ê
e

Permissible Values of

Pernittivity

5 .00

10 .00

15 .00

20.00

25 .00

30 .00

c
m].n1mum

2.19095

2.42028

2.69840

3.03961

3.4639r

4 .00000
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Table 4.2

Permissible Values of K for Cone Flare Angle = 5o

emaximr¡n

4.43960

4.96473

5.59891

6 .37 433

7 .33605

8.54863

1

?

3

4

5

6

e I Calculated K*i'

') ')

2.5

3.0

3.5

4.0

¿, ¿,

-s.7I76I

-2.76946

-7 "57932

-0.69346

0.0

0.45856

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0 "45836

0.52159

1.15370

L.947L2

2.s3769

3.0000

3.305s
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Fig. 4.4 Variation of surface curvature as a function of
relative peflnj-ttivity for K = 1"

. The origin for these cr¡rvatures is shifted to z = H.

r-Þ v
3.50



ing ttre dielectric cone beiag air, the values of relative pernittivity

less than one are not allowed lSonrnerfeld, 1964] due to the requirerent of

a denser incident neditrn for the total internal reflection.

The variation of the surface curyature with relative pennittivity,

for very sma1l K, is shown in Fig. 4"5. The shaped surface has a behaviour

of sh-ifting torrards the y^axis with an increase in relative permittivity,

similar to the case for K = 1.

Among the permissible values of K, two values corresponding to

K= l-.0 and K= 0.5 give simple shapes for the subreflector andnain refle-

ctor2 respectively. The subreflector for K = 1 is a cone with flare angle

given by 900- tr, where 0. is the critical angle. For K = 0.5, the angle y

of the transmitted rays fron the cone edge is independent of the incident

angle and all the transmitted Tays are hence paral1e1 to each other. There-

fore the most appropriate choice for the main reflector corresponding to

K = 0.5 is the conical reflector. A conical main reflector with a shaped

surface correspondìng to K = 0.5 gives a constant path length for al1 the

rays from the phase centre to the aperture plane. The reflecting system con-

sisting of conical main reflector is anaLyzed in the following section.

r02

¿.7

The radiation pattern analysis of a reflector antenna using the

modified dielectric cone feed of the last section may be performed by using

either the scalar d.iffraction theory of Kirchhoff and Helmholtz lRusch

AMLYSTS OF CONICAI REFLECTOR WITH MODIFIED DTELECTRIC CONE FEED
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Fig. 4 .5 Variation of surface curvature as a fi;nction
of relative permittivity for K = 0.002.
The origin for these curvatures is shifted to
z=H.
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and Potter, 19701 or the vector Kirchhoff diffraction integrals [Rusch

and Potter, 19701. The scalar diffraction theory gives good results in

the near side lobes when the field over the aperture is linearly polar-

ized [Silver, 1949], Ðd the contribution of the edge effects can be neg-

lected [Rusch and Potter, 1970]. However, for the nodified dielectric

cone feed, the total internal reflection at the shaped surface results

in phase changes of the reflected field components [Born and l{olf" 1964].

These phase changes of the reflected field conponents are not equal for

the components parallel and perpendicular to the plane of incidence.

Therefore, an analysis of the reflector antennas with modified dielectric

cone feed, based on scalar diffraction theory, frãy not provide much use-

fu1 information. Based on these reasons, the radiation pattern analysis

is performed in the following sections using vector Kirchhoff diffraction

integrals.

The vector Kirchhoff diffraction integral formulation usage

again has two possibilities of either using aperture fields or the current

distributions on the reflector. However, for the reflector anten¡.as,

the physical-optics induced current nethod is more accurate than the aper-

ture field nethod because it includes the effects of axially directed

reflector currents [Rusch and Potter, 1970]. It should be noted, however,

that both the approaches provide identical results near the reflector axis

and the physical-optics inethod does not accurately represent the field

in the backward directions. Since the attention in the present analysis

is restricted to the forward direction radiation patterns, it is felt that

the physical-optics method is a more appropriate choice.
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The determination of the i¡cident fields at the conical nain

reflector with nodified dielectric cone feed may, for convenience, be

divided into two parts, namely

1) the evaluation of the field components for the spherical

hybrid modes propagating inside the dielectric cone,

and 2) the determination of the fields at the nain reflector using

geometrical optics principles .

The spherical hybrid nodes propagating inside the dielectric

cone are evaluated by using the procedure given in chapter III " The

details for evaluating the fields incident on the coni-cal reflector and

the aperture fields, from the spherical hybrid modes, are presented in

the first sr-¡bsection. The fields thr.rs evaluated are utilized in the vec-

tor Kirchhoff diffraction integral with physical-optics approxjmation to

obtain the theoretical radiation patterns. The details for the radiation

pattern calculations are presented in the second_ subsection.
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4.3.I Apèrture Field Distribution for a Conical Reflector

The approximate solution of Chapter III, for the nodes in the

dielectric cone, is used to determile the incident fields at the shaped

reflecting surface. The eigenvalue for these incident fields is a func-

tion of the cone angle, relative permittivity of the cone material and

the length of the dielectric cone. These parameters are fixed according

to the considerations on the availability of the lar:ncher, type of the

dielectric naterial available and the diarneter of the shaped surface. The

length of the dielectric cone, to be used for the calculation of the



eigenvaluc, can fcr sirplicity be ial<cn as the icngth corresponding to

zc::o an¡1le. ljre variation in the cone length at rlj.f{elent cone angles

shoul-d not result in any ai;preciable error due to thc srnall riariation in

eigenvalues with the cone length (Fie. 3.10).

The incicient field at the shaped surface, from eqtntions (3.90)

- (3.93) along rvith the far field approximation, has the field cornponents

given by

D^.
U1

A
m5

9.
I

NS

Ql v'
ì

jt*t 
"*?(-.j 

kc ur) uu. Cos(mó)

¡t

LI
r t^ .

U1

Ll=
Q1
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.s+1j-'' exlp(-j k. ur) t*. Sin(nô)

A
MS-T-

I

¡\
MST

I

r^'here 9"

. s{'ll

E6.' E6ç, Hoc

erç(-j k. u,) Fiu. Sin(nQ)

For the above fields, if attention is restricted only to the dominant

mode, the factor \^ jt*1 .* be droppecl. Floivever, to adcl the con--ms "

tribution of higher order nodes, the evaluation of the cons-rant A* ,

rsing the procedure given in Section 3.3.3, requires a knor"l-edge about

the type a¡rd the length of the l-aurcher. The analysis presented in the

subsec¡uent pamgraphs has been restricted only to the dominant node in

tþe Cielectric cone. The nnin reason for this is to dratv scme cir-ralitative

.s+1I er?t-J

1S the path length of the incident ray frorn the phase centre;

and H.- are the variables given by equations (3.94) - (3.97)
Qc

k- ,. ) H^^ Cos(nrg)cr-Qc

(4.10)

(4.11)

(4.r2)

(4.13)



concJusious on the general 1:erfonilence of tire c'u'er'¿111 a.ntema systen.

Tire incident field at the shapcd surface urclergoes a total in-

ternal reflection. füe magnitude of the reflection coefficients for

the field components, parallei and perpendicular to the plane of incidence

is r.ulit;,'. Flov:e.;er, the total internal reflection results in clifferent

phase changes fbr the con'ponents paral1e1 and perpendicular to the plane

of irrcidence [Born and lfolf, 1964], thu-s providing a relatj-ve phase dif-

ference betlveen the fivo cornponents. The calculation of the phase change

on electric and magnetic field conponen.t.s can be sìnrplified b1' assuring

the constant k^ to be approximately eo¡:al 'Lo the constant k- it'ithcl
this approxin'ation the incident field components, dropping the constant

. .s+1A 1 . are E]-ven AS
IfiS "
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E"ei

t
L..

01

=1_
9"

t

_1
9"

1

ery(-j k, n,) Uu. Cos(n$)

Hoi = - (er /v )t" u+,

exp(-j k, nr) tO. Si¡(inQ)

r.'here E0. a¡rd U0. are given by equations (3.94) and (5.95),

By maliing the above approxinntion, the hybrid nodes behave like

lvayes rr'hich, for Cistances far from origln, are plane hrâves.

Fiöi = (e,/ur)t" Eoi

As sholr¡'r in Lppendix B, EU and E* components of the el-ectric

(4.r4)

(4.1s)

(4.16)

(4.r7)

respecti\¡e1)'

spherical
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field undergo changes corresponding to the parallel and perpendicular

formulae, respectively. Therefore, the reflected field from the shaped

surface has the electric field coÍponents given by

E0, = EOi exp(-j U,r)

to, = Eoi "4(-j uJ

where fron Born and lttolf (1964) ,

.ffi)
= z tart' t' rc ZË'T e¡;'O-l- ltr \ç2tv/ """ "ntc

ffil
ô, =Ztan-t t#l (4.2L)
! ru-c

with 0_.,^ = Angle of the incident ray with normal to the shaped
n]-c

surface=(0c+e/2.0)

e and e = the dielectric constants of the cone mediurn and surrotmd-
L2

ing meditun respectively.

The reflected ray fron the shaped surface, colTesponding to K = 0.5,

at the point with coordinates (Fig. a.6)
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(4.18)

(4 .1e)

and

p, = H Cos2o. Sino Sec2 (0. * e/z)

(4.20)

,, = H Cos20.Cos0 Sec2 (oc * g/Z)

(4.22)

(4 "23)



is incident on the cone

and

p = 2H Sin0- Cosec (20^ + 0^) Cos20^ tan(O^ + g/2)'2 e ' C e- C -C

where

edge at the point with coordinates

z, = ?H Cos0" Cosec (zOc + Oe) Cos2O. tan(o. + O/2)

and

H-

0-
e

Q=c

cone length at 0 = 0o ,

cone flare angle,

Therefore, the

critical angle for the dielectric material of dielectric

constant e surrounded by a medir.m of dielectric
t

constant e .
2

incident field at the cone edge is given as
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E'i" = E0, 
"4p(-j kr ,.2)

uqr" = Err exæ(-i k, ur)

where from equations (4.22) - (4.7,5) ,

(4.24)

(4.2s)

The transrnitted field fron the cone edge has the form

L, = H Cos20. Sec2(e. * O/2) Sin(o" - 0) Cosec(Zg. * 0") (4.28)

Eua" = Eoi" T'

E =Eote 01e

(4.26)

TI

(4 "27)

(4.2s)

(4. 30)



where from equations (8.45) and (8.46)

I-
t1 lã- Cos e + ,E Cos or III'Q 2 n1.e

2/- Coso
1 Illê

2 ,E- Cos or lL].e

v\¡ith

I-I

and

{ cos onie * 4- aor u.,.,

0 =90o-0 -20n]-eec

It should be noted from Eq. (4.33) that all the transmitted rays fron the

cone edge for different angles of incidence are paraIlel to eadr other.

The transrnitted field fron the cone edge is incident on the main conical

reflector at the point with coordinates (Fig. a.6)

onre = sin-r (q/,tr) sin(orri")l

111

and

(4.3L)

0, = C, tan(O. * A/2) + C, (4.35)

where

(4.32)

z = p tan(y/Z) +11r
33

C = 2H Cos20 Sinlo + vl Cosec 120 + 0 )
1 C 'e t C e'

C =-H'Siny
2

(4 "ss)

Ht = distance of the conical reflector fron the origin along

z-axis
and y = 90o-0e-0nte (4.39)

(4.34)

(4.36)

(4.37)

(4. 38)



Therefore, the incident field at the main conical reflector is given as

E^,_=E^,^T e)cp(-jk L)01m U1e lt 2 z'

E,,_ = E,=- T e)qp(-j k l, )Q1mQ]-eI23'

where from equations (4.24), (4.25), (4.35) and (4.56)

9,, = 2H Cos20. Cos(0" + y/2) Sec(y/Z) Cosec(Zec + 0e)

tan(o. + 0/2) - Hr (4.42)

Sr-rbstituting for EOi" *d EOi" interms of incident field at the shaped

surface, the incident fields at the main reflector are written as

1Eoi* = il Eo. t* exp[-j(6rr * kr*, * krL, * krur)]
I

TT2

(4.40)

1E="6im 9". "Oc r I I ,. z 3I

sin(nQ) ( 4.44)

(4 .41)

and the fields at the main aperture are given by

Cos (nþ)

1

EoA = ilEo. t' exp[-j(ôr, * krn, o kru, * krnu * kruu)]
I

Cos(m4) (4.4s)

(4.43)



tr=-
"0A

where from Fig. 4"6

L t o. r.L_ exnl-ilô + k 9, + k.q, + ]ç L"t I r I I z 2 z

Sin (nó)

- Hr' - H' Cosy - 2H Cos2O. Sin(0"*y) tan(l/21

with H, being the distance of the aperture plane from the

origin along the z-axis. It should be noted that in writing

equations (4.45) and (4.46) use has been made of the reflec-

tion coefficients from the perfectly conducting surface for

the paral1e1 and perpendicular components. After some sintple

trignometric manipulations, it is found that the path length

terms in the exponentials of equations (4"45) and (4.46) are

independent of the angle of incidence on the shaped surface,

i.e.,

Cosec (20c+0e) tan ( 0 .o0 / Z)

TI3

k .0 )l
4

(4 .46)

exp[-j (k,[,

(4 .47)

Therefore, the aperture

variation which is not

due to the phase change

flection at the shaped

= exp[-j

+kl, +
t2

k (2H
2

+ Ht? - ZHr Cos2y/Z)l

k 9" + k r. )l2324

cos2o /sinoc'c

of the main reflector has a phase

equal for the EO and UO components,

introduced by the total internal re-

dielectric surface.

(4.48)



The normalized E-p1ane aperture distributions for conical re-

flectors with modified dielectric cone feeds corresponding to cone flare

angles of 5o, 10o and 15o are shown in Fig. 4.7. The conical reflectors

have their corners coincident with the dielectric cone apex and the re-

lative pennittivity of the cone material in all cases is 3.0. The cor-

responding H-plane distributions are sholçn in Fig. 4.8. It is evident

fron these figures that the taper 1eve1 at the cone edge increases with

an increase in the cone angle, thus indicating a reduction in spillover

loss with an increase in cone flare angle. The other observation which

can be nnde from these figures is that the phase variation for the EO

component is, in general, greater than that for the UO component.

The effect of changing the dielectric constart of the cone mat-

erial, for a fixed cone flare angle, is indicated in Figures 4.9 and 4.10

for the E-plane and the H-plane distributions, respectively. An increase

in dielectric constant increases the taper level thus reducing tJre spill-

over loss.

TL4

4.3.2 Theoretical Radiation Patterns of a Conical Reflector With

Consider a conical reflector fed by a dielectric cone with a

shaped reflecting surface corresponding to K = 0.5. The transmitted

rays from the cone edge of this feed are paral.lel to each other and make

an angle y , given by Eq. (4.39), with the z-a:cis. A conical reflector

placed in the path of these rays at angle 90" - y/2 will result in the

reflected Tays parallel to the z-axis" The apex of this conical reflector

Modified Dielectric Cone Feed
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for simplicity, will be taken to be coincident with the apex of the di-

electric cone. The normal vector to this conical reflector is then given

AS

The incident nagnetic field

lar coordinates is given as

ñ = - Sin(y/z) CosQ a* - S:rn(y/Z) Sinó

H,- = - fH^,- Cosy Cosþ * H,,* Sinôl]-m '01m Q1m

HOi, Sin" ã,

where

Hoi* = - (er/v)trz E6im

Hoir = Gr/vr) t" uur*

on the conical nain reflector

[Spiegel,1959]

- IFI^. Cosv Sinô - H.. Cosól'u1m Q1m

a+

119

Cos(y/z) ã

hrith Ê ¡ ìl being the material parameters of the surrormding mediun;
22

and E^.,*, E*=* being the incident field components given by equationsu]-m' Q]-m

(4.43) and (4.44), respectively. Using equations (4.49) and (4.50), the

induced current on the conical reflector is given by

ax

in the rectangu-

(4.4s)

a
v

Í
S

= 2[Hoim Sin0 - H6., Cosô] Cos(y12)

-2[-l'in CosQ + H*un Sin0] Cos(y/2) dy

(4 . s0)

-Z H,. Sinlv/Z1 aQ1m'z

(4. sl)

(4.s2)

a
X

(4 . s3)



which when substituted in the vector diffraction integral fRusch and

Potter,1970]

-jt¡u

% 
(o ' ,o') = ;þ e-jkzr' f [r, - (J, " ãr,) %, ]

g].ves

Es' , (0 , ,0,) - - '+,s-ikzt'f 
e'** 

I* [Hoi, coso t sin(o-0')
Pr*in o

- H,,- Cos0r Cos (ö-ó') - H, =- Sin0' tan(y/z)lQ].m Qrn

q

exp(j k, e " %,) dS

e4pficr + jr! Cos(0-0') I o, dp, d0 (4.55)

j'u, 
^-jkzr, f 

Pamax lrn r_rrErO,(t ' ,0') = afrp ' .J t-t{uun Cos (0-0')

Po
3mt_n

- H,,- Sin(ö-Q')l erpUcr * jrf Cos(0-0')l
Q1m

pdpd0
33

L20

where ct = k r Cos0 Cos0r =kz Cos0l
2 2 3

û = k r Sin0 Sin0r - k P Sin0'
2 2 3

(4 . s4)

(.',0'r0') = spherical coordinates for the observation point, and

(p ,þ,2 ) = q¡lindrical coordinates for the point on the conical reflec-
33

tor. The nunerical evaluation of the above integrals can be simplified

by substituting the closed form expressions for the integration with

(4. s6)



respect to Q variable. Performing the integration with respect to 0

after substituting for HU. and t*un from equations (4.51) , (4.52)

(4.43) and (4.44) results in the radiation field conponents given as

a0

Er',(e',0') =cJ e [-EOc\exn{-i! coso'ô -E0.T,, "4(-j6,r)
0

Cosof E - 2j UU. tr, 
"4P(-jôrr) Sin0' txt(y/Z) Jn(U)l

elpU (o - k,1,, - kru, - k2ø3) I tan (ec * 0/2) d0

(4.s7)
r0

Er6,(o',ô') = c 
.| 

e 
[*EOc t, "*(-juiE * Eec T,, "v(-j6rl)ô]

e)çU(o - kr.Q,, - krn, - k2g3)l tan(O. + g/2) d0

(4. s8)

.mwhere C = -j"'k, H Cos20. Sin2(oe+y) Cosec2(Zoc + oe)

e4p (- j k rt) /rl
2

ô = J*_r (if) + J**, (,1,)

and g=Jr_r(ú) -Jm*r(ü)

I2T

It should be noted that in l,rriting the above equations, the parameters

p and L have been sr,rbstituted from equations (4.35) , (4"22) and (4.23) 
"31

The above equations are used to calculate the radiation patterns

for the conical reflectors with modified úielectric cone feed. The radia-

tion patterns shown in Figures 4.11 - 4.L4 correspond to the cases whose
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aperture distributions are shovm in Figures 4.7 - 4.10. The radiation

patterns have been checked by usjng aperture field nethod and the differ-

ence in tJ:e values rvas found to be not very significant.

These radiation patterns, in general, as shown in Figures 4.11 -

4.T4 do not have the maximr.mr for 0 = 0 This has been found to be re-

sulting fron the phase differences in the two components of the magnetic

field. This behaviour disappears i.e., the maximun shifts to the main

axis, by making any one of the magnetic field components go to zero.

This may possibly be achieved by exciting a nunber of modes in the dí-

electric cone. However, it should be noted that this requires a further

investigation about the behaviour of different modes and the ways to con-

trol these modes to make one of the components equal to zero.

As shown in Figures 4"11 - 4,I4, the first maximun may be redrrced

by either increasing the cone angle or increasing the dielectric constant

of the cone material. However, it should be noted that increasing the

dielectric constant of the cone ngterial results in a decrease of the

doninant node excitation efficiency and an increase in the loss at the

cone edge due to reflection. Further details for this loss due to reflec-

tion are given in Chapter V.

rz6

One cornmcn feature in all the radiation patterns is a higher

level of the second and third side lobes. This seems to be dæ to the

phase errors in the aperture plane and a higher value of the ratio

p ^,-/p Based on the uniform arnplitude and phase distributíon in' 3IIÌ3-Iì.' ' 3lll3ï

a circular aperture, it is shown by Silver (1949) that an increase in the

ratio p^*,_/P^*^^- results in higher side lobe 1eve1s.3m1n' 3max



The design of the shapcd reflecting surface cf the dielectric

cone has been obtained by assu'ning the angle of the incj.Ctent ray with

tlie surface nonnal to be a linear fi,¡rction of the incictent angle. The

teeson for selecting the constant part of the nornul angle equal to Liie

critical angle is to Ìrave a total internal reflection at the shaped sur-

face, so that the modified ciielectric cone acts as a feed to the reflec-

tor antenna. .Á,mong the different values of the slope, for the shaped

surface, tr\'o values h¡ere found to be of particular interest. The slope

of u-rity girres a conical shaped surface and a slope cf 0.5 gives all

tlre internalll' ¡"¡lected rays parallel to each other.

The analysis of the shaped surface corresponding to a slope of

0.5 and ccnical main reflector has been presented in sonte detail. Sone

of the conclusions clratrn froln this investigation are as fo11olçs:

1) The total internal reflection at t¡e shaped surface results

in nonlinear differential phase. errors betrveen orthogonal E componertts

of ttre internally reflected fields, tlms providing a relative plrase

difference betrveen the t'*o orthogonal components in the apertuïe

plane.

'¿) Although ÍJre path length of the incident ra¡'s at clifterent

angles of incidence is ccnstant q) to the aperture of the conical reflec-

toï, the phase differences introcluced dte to totel internal reflection re-

sult in phase errors of the aperture fields.

3) The radj.ation patterns of tlie conical t'eflector tçith a

nlccli.fied dielectríc cone feecl, ì.n general, do not hai-c thc n¡'t:ul-¡r at

127



0 = 0. The leve1 of this first maximr.un may be decreased by increasing

the cone angle, increasing the dielectric constant of the cone nnterial,

or making one of the components of the incident field go to zero. In

general, for excellent radiation characteristics ar alternative launcher

rnay be designed, so that it compensates for the resulting phase variations.

4) The radiation patterns of the conical reflector indicate

a higher 1eve1 for the second and third side lobes. The higher 1evels

of the side lobes may be due to the phase errors in the aperture plane

and a higher value of the ratio gsmin/psmax (Fig. 4.6).

5) A large value of the ratio o,*irr/or** results in a larger

portion of the conical reflector not being used. l4aking the shaped si.r-

face dianeter equal to the minimtun diameter of the nai¡ reflector results

in a wide beam antenna. The possibility of putting many conical reflec-

tors to decrease this ratio gives path length errors in the aperture

plane and leads to the cornplority of feed shapìng.

L28

From the above discussion it is clear that with assr.rned dielectric

cone feeds the resulting phase errors and higher side lobes niake the an-

tenna system an impractical solution. It seerìs that a useful antenna system

with acceptable aperture phase distribution can only be obtained by alter-

native lai.rrcher systems w'ith a matched phase and arnplitude distributions

to compensate for the resulting phase errors. No attempt is nade in this

thesis to study the design of such feed systems. Instead attention is

changed from asswning a specific relation for the angle of the incident

ray with the shaped surface normal to the possibility of designing for

any arbitrary amplitude and phase distributions. The details of this

design are presented in the next chapter.



DESIG\T OF DIELECTRIC CONE FEED ANTENI{AS
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5.1

The aperture efficiency of the Cassegrain antennas can be in-

creased by shaping the reflectors using either geometrical optical prin-

ciples fGalindo, 1964; Williams, 1965] or spherical wave expansion tech-

nique fPotter, 1967; Wood, f972]. The spherical wave expansíon technique

provides a better representation of the reflected fields fron the sr.¡bref-

lector than the geometrical optics design. However, both the design pro-

cedures do not accourt for ttre diffraction and aperture blockage due to

the supporting structure.

INTRODUCTION

The analysis of the second chapter showed that the aperture

blockage results in a significant reduction in the blockage efficiency

of the Cassegrain antenna. The "dielguides" fBartlett and Moseley, 1966]

make use of a dielectric guiding structure to sr.pport the subreflector

and thus reilþve the blockage and diffraction dræ to sr4pporting structure.

130

Chapter IV provided the design and analysis of the dielectríc

cone feed antennas in which the metallic subreflector on tlre dielectric

cone is replaced with the shaped dielectric surface. The shaped surfaces,

designed with the procedure of the fourth chapter, do not provide, in

general, any control on the aperture distribution.

The only attempt [Clarricoats and Salema, 1973] made for the

design of the dielectric cone feed reflector antennas provides a constant

phase field over the main parabolic reflector aperture. Thi-s procedure

shapes only the subreflector to give a constant path length of the ray
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fron the launcher to the aperture plane. As compared to this, the design

procedure to be described in this chapter provides any arbitrary ampli-

tude and a uniform phase distribution in the aperture plane. This

design can be used to shape the two metallic reflectors with a dielectric
cone support for the sr:breflector or a metallic main reflector using

dielectric cone feed with a shaped reflecting surface of the cone material.

The details for the design procedure based on the geometrical optics prin-

ciples are presented in the next section. This is followedby a comparison

of the shaped systems with and without dielectric cone feed.

5.2

5.2.t

DESÏG{ PROGDT]RE

The design of the reflector anteruras using dielectric cone

feed is based on the following principles of geometrical optics.

1) snellts laws of reflection and refraction at various

boundaries;

2) conservation of energr flow in any solid angle bounded by

the ray trajectories; and

3) The surfaces of constant phase are norrnal to the ray traj-
ectories even after a nunber of reflections and refractions (Theorem of
Malus).

General Cons iderations

The above principles are utilized for the geometry indicated

in Fig. 5.1. The design is applied to surfaces which are circularly
synmetric around the z-axis. To sinplify the design procedure, it is
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assumed that all the energy reaching the surface S is in the dominant

mode cf the dielectric cone. The main reason for using this approxima-

tion is to make the design curves independent of the type and the length

of the launcher.

The excitation of different modes in the dielectric cone depends

t4on tJre type and the length of the lawrcher. The contribution of higher

order modes, if excited, to tJre feed por¡/er pattern can be easily accolnt-

ed for by evaluating the resultant fields due to all the modes. The re-

sultant field components are evaluated by adding the individual components

for different nrodes with the constants A*, , equations (s.90) - (3.9s),

determined by using the procedure given in Section 3.5.3.

It should be noted that the use of feed power pattern does not

accotnt for any phase difference between the individual components. This

relative phase difference of the individual components may be due to the

excitation of higher order modes or the total internal reflection at the

shaped dielectric surface. The aperture phase distribution being mention-

ed for the design refers to the total path length of the rays from the

phase centre to the aperture p1ane.

r33

Based on the above mentioned assunptions, the analytical ex-

pressions of the geometrical optics principles are used to develop four

first order nonlinear differential eqr.rations r.^¡hich , when solved simul-

taneously, provide the required cross sections.



iror the geoir,etr)r of Frg. 5,1, let

mary feed, for generaritl, be shifted from

For ary- ray incident from the pliase centre

1aç. at the surface S gi-ves

Iro nnr-rl ati.cn of Di f fc'rential

r,,here ß is the angle of -.he refl-ected ray with the z-axis, and u, is

the length of the incident ray fron the phase centre. Rerrriting the above

equation in terms of the distance and the angle at the origin gives

ð9 ß+0
fff,- = tan eAr)

ll

l-:cuti.ons

tlre phase centre of tlre pri-

the cone apex by a dista¡rc" dO,

at an angle 0, , the Snell's

. ß-0 +20dI==tanl I IrdO\Zr

r.here r and 0 are the distance and the arrgle of the incident point

r^,ith respect to the origin. The surface S couid either be a netallic

subreflector or a shaped. dielectric surface. For the shaped dielectric

surface, the condition for total internal reflection must be satisfied.

134

Let the reflected ray from the surface S make an angle, onie'

rt'ith the cone edge nornlal rt'here

(s.1)

0 = 90o-
n1e

anrl the airgl-es of tire

are then gi'','en by:

0 -ß
e

(s .2)

transnrittec ray ',r'ith the edge norr'a1 and

(s.3)

z- axis



and

e = Sin-lnte

respectively. In the above equations 0" is the cone flare angle and

e is the relative permittivity of the cone meterial. If the transmítted
I

ray is incident on the nain reflector at the point with coordinates

(p , z ) , then the Snell's law at the main reflector leads to22

v=90o-e -e¡-e'nte

t{ sin¡eoo - oe - ß) l

where

dp
-2=Cot
az

2

with (o-t, H"¡ being the coordinates of the point of intersection for
2

the reflected ray with the aperture p1ane.

Y+0.ez-)

pt - p
r 2 2\tF_ -z i

2

0^ = tan-Ir
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(s.4)

The principle of conservation of energy for the geometrical

optics, the power flowing across any cross section of a ray tube is con-

stant, can be e4pressed differentially as

(s.s)

where I (e ) and I (pl) are the energy densities of the primary illun-
1- 1' 2'2'

ination and the flow nornal to the aperture of the main reflector. The

above equation is valid under t-he assunption that there is no loss of

power of the ray along its path. This is not true for the Cassegrain

hr I (0 ) Sin0 d0 = Ztr I (p') p' dp'
l1 r1 2222

(s.6)

(s.i)

(s .8)



antenna with a dielectric cone as e4plained in the following paragraph"

The reflected ray at the surface S does not suffer any loss

of power for metallic subreflector and also for the shaped surface, if
there is total internal reflection at the surface S fBorn and 1{o1f,

1964]. However, the transnitted rays at the cone edge suffer a loss in

pov/er due to the reflection at the cone edge. If T(0r) is the trans-

rLittivity of the ray corresponding to the incident ray at an angle t, ,

then Eq. (5.8) is nodified to the form

where from Born and Wolf (19ó4)

2nI (0)T(e)Sin0 d0 =?trI (p')p'dp'
1 I I I I 2'2 2 2

(s.10)

with *' being the angle of polarization for the incident field. From

equation (5.3), (5.4) and (5.10), the transmittivity is found to be a

furction of the angle of the incident ray U, , angle of the reflected

Tay $ , dielectric constant of the cone material and the polarization

of the incident field. The aperture distribution lr(o)) is chosen

arbitrarily except for the required normalization
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r(0 )t

Sin(20rr. 
") 

Sin(20rr.u)

Sin2(o-^.,^ + o--^)t n1e nte' Cos2(o-=^ - o_-^)'n1e nte

^tauos-d,

J
U

(s .e)

t**r(o)
1I

tmin

+ sinzoll

,0 I

T(o ) Sino do = | 
tt* I (p') p' dp'

I I t 
'0, 

2 2

2m1n

(s.11)



The phase at the aperture can be

tn(oj) and for the primary illunination is

where the patJr lengths

Fron simple geometrical

L can be foi,ind to be
4

f lo'\ = ,E (9" +
Þ''z' t 'l 0)*.q, +9,
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assigned arbitrarily

given by

LrLrLand
!23

considerations,

l=
I

,/ (r' + d' - 2r d Cos0l-pp

9, =T
2

Sin(0" - 0)

ffi(Ç. Bl-

and

9"
4

the
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are as shovn

path lengths

p
_2_

Siny

AS

r{,, P^CotY Sin(O^ + Y¡ Sin(o + ß)
ô 

=----ji-! 
z-q Cos0t Cos0t ^ Sin(e" + 3¡ Siny Coso,

It should be noted that in writing Eq. (5.16) use has been nade of the

equation

Sin(0 + ß) Sin0^'ffi

(s .12)

in Fig" 5.1.

LrLrL and
123

which can be easily foi¡rd from the geometry of Fig. 5.1. The value of

angle 0f is for.¡nd by e>pressing the theorem of Malus from the diagrarn

of Fig. 5.1 as fGalindo, 1964]

z =- gCoty+r
22

(s .13)

Sin(0" + y) Sin(O + ß)

(s.14)

Sin(0" + 61 Siny

(s .1s)

(s.16)

(s.17)



Since tn(þj) is assi¡ned being given, then 0f is loown fron Eq. (5.18).

The equations (5.1), (5.ó), (5.8) and (5.12) cannot be solved

in the present form to yield the required cross sections unless some re-

lation between the angles g and ,, is either explicitly assumed or

is for:nd by some condition. By assi.rning an explicit relation for ß ,

the two constraints for the amplitude and the phase distributions car¡rot

be satisfied uniquely, owing to more nunber. of equations than unknown

parameters. The last chapter presented the design arrd anaLysis of the

antenna using the dielectric cone feed with a shaped surface obtained by

asstrning a linear relation for ß . It was demonstrated that both ampli-

tude and phase constraints cannot be satisfied at the same time.

df* (p ')
1',2 = Sin0 ^ap' t

2

Both the constraints for the arnplitude and the phase distribu-

tions as well as the condition for the total internal reflection can be

satisfied simultaneously by obtaining a differential equation for ß .

The differential equation is obtained by differentiating the phase dis-

tribution equation with respect to U, as shoun below.
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(s 
" 18)

leads to

Differentiating both sides of Eq. (5.12) with respect to 0

aL (pl) de. _ d,q, de" de"-# = vÇ +. frr#. ã8 . æ.do, t d , I r I
(s .1e)



The left hand side

and (5.18) as

df- (p')
Þ'' z

de
I

of the above equation is

It4aking use of equations

components on the right

= Sin0 t̂

dr" ß+0
ãõt = 1,, tan(-7-f.)

I

sititplified by

(5.1), (s.8) and (s.13)

hand side of Eq. (5.19)

du, _ Sin(e" - e) dr _ Cos(Oe - 0) 
d0q - srn(o-e .--Ð- q I sînq-r-Er q

SinO

equations (5.9)
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Sin(O" - 0) Cos(ee + ß)

- (5.16), the various

can be written as

dU, _ 1 dp, Sin(O + ß) Sin0" U,q-sînYq Wão;

Sin2 (0" + 3¡

(s. 20)

-p Cosy
2 sin2y

dß
æ.-

I

dv Sin0" Cos(o + ß)
?-qlw

(s.21)

Sin0_ Sin(0 - 0)e te

Sin2 (0" + 3) Siny d0

+1'

(s.22)

d0
æ-

I

dß

dY

d0
I

(s.23)



and
dÎ, do-'+_Coty -2 ^ 1 dy
æ- - õsE; æ- - P, 6s6--Sïñz?- ãe---

1 r 1 t | --l

Sin(O" + y) Sin(o + ß) drq
- , 1i"!?" 

. l] !o'ce 
. el doq

Sin(O" + g1 Sin2y Cos0,

From the geonetry of Fig. 5.1,

-r
Sín(0" + y) Sin(O" - 0) 

dß

Sin2(0" + g) Sirry Cos0,

Sin0"+Sin(g+ß)
+r
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and

r = / g2+ ð3 + 2[ d- Cosg = p. :--ft -P "'-r? *, Sin0

which rv-hen differentiated with respect to 0 give
T

ß+2e-0

æ-
I

tano = #m--A

q_
d0

I

,Q, SiNO

rlp

dt = o Sin (---r----r)

and

aê--
I

SinO

9"
I

(s.24)

ß+20-0
d0 _ Sin' Cos ( ----- I
æ--Sîño ft I cos (-7f)

ß+o
Cos (- Z-J)

(s .2s)

(s .2s)

(s.28)



Differentiating Eq. (5.5) and using equations (5.3), (5.4) gives

, Sinlo + ßldY = '- 
"*"t"e Y) dßq=/',m65 q (s.ze)

Substituting equations (5.20) - (5.24) together with equations (5.27)

(5.29) in Eq. (5.19) and sinplifying leads to the differential

equation for angle ß as

q = r sino, W. n, #ffi (c"'v=l#¡.t) do

Sin0^ + Sin(O^ + y) Sec0ç Sin0 Sin(O^ - 0) Cos(O^ + y)
¡ 4 e - - 1 l_c - e ' ' e' -r Sin(O" + B) Siny I L -r Sin0 Sin2 (0" + 6¡

Sin(O^ + 3) (Cosy + Secof)
-/- p o

! 2 Sin2y sin(o" + v)

T4T

_0r-', Sin0

Sin0, Sin(0" - 0) {SinO" + Sin(o" + y)}

. q [' stno

Using Eq. (5.17) in Eq. (5.7) and differentiating the resultant equation

with respect to U, rinder the assrmrption that angle 0f is independent

of 0 gives
I

Sin0, Sin0" Sin(O + ß) (Cosy + Sec0f) 1-r

Sin2 (0" + g1 Siry

Sin(O" + yJ Sinzy I (s.50)



Cc
2_

j=:- -

I
(Cot1

tanO, Sinl0" + 3;

Sinzy Sin(O" + v)

.-lrì L

I (â ) Sine T(3 )rllt--t()c -
222

SinO
_1
SinO

Sin(0" + .¡) Sin(o* - 0) tarret

4L. s
OU

I

Sin2 (0" + 31 Siny

Sin(O + ß) Sin0" tanOtSinO
I

Slno-

In writing the above equation use has been n.ad.e of the equations (5,27)

- r( ?ctì
\J. LJ J t

Sin(0" + y) tan0,

r Sin(O" + g) Sinl

orTp
r2

sin(o" + Y) sin2l

the last di fferential ec¡uation for the paraneter z

tained b,v substituting Eq. (5.31) into Eq. (5.ó) to yield

14?

+g

dß r-^-+- - {¿ Y"dUll
I

dz y+0ç
ðãt = tan (---:¡

I

dß- r
d0r

1

This completes the fornlulation of four differential equations

(5.1) , (5.30) , (5.51) and (5.32) rthich may be solved siinul-ta¡reously to

pro',,iCe the required cross-sections. It should be noted, hotrever, that

eqri¿rtiorls (S.30) and (5.31) in the present form are coqrlecl differential

equations. The cor4lling bettçeen these tlto equaticns is renoved for the

',¡nifonr phase distribution in tire aperture plane because of 0U being

eo¡ial to zero. Tirerefore, the design data presentecl in the folloiiing

-cections correspoutl to tnifonn phese distribution'

clp
2-ì;-

OU
.l

(s. 31)

is ob-

(s.s2)



5 .2.3

The main reflector dianeter is chosen on the basis of the gain

requirement at the operating frequency and the mechanical constraints.

The subreflector diameter D, is deternined as an optimun value between

different requirements for blockage efficienq¡, side lobe level, spillover
loss and noise tenperature. An increase in subreflector diameter, as

shov¡n in Orapter II, results in a loss of efficienry due to the aperture

blockage. A larger subreflector diameter also increases the side lobe

1eve1 fsilver, 1949] and ninimizes the spillover. For a given main re-

flector diameter, tJre optimrm value of the subreflector diameter can be

calculated for uniform ilh¡nination from the procedure or the curves

given by Mizr.rsawa (1969).

Choice of System Parameters

As the design of the system is based on the principles of geo-

metrical optics, a rninimun diameter of about seven wavelengths is sug-

gested for the stfureflector. This is not for the reason that the sub-

reflectors smaller than this would not perfonn propeïly but rather an

indication for the design linitation due to the use of geometrical optics.
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Once the choice for the subreflector diameter is irøde, tJre edge

illunination should be kept as low as possible. The main reasons for this
are to reduce the loss due to the spillover and to decrease the diffrac-
tion effects from the subreflector edges.

The next step after

determi¡e the dielectric cone

and the relative permittivity

selecting the reflectors parameters is to

parameters, i.e" the cone flare angle 0"

for the cone material r, The selection



of tÌ-re conc fl;lre angle is basecl on the tol1cr','.'ing cclrsiclerat.r-cns '

1) A snurl-1er r.alue of tlle cone an.l,1e requires a longer colle

for a giverr slùreflector dia¡ieter. The increase in cone length resul-ts

ìrr greater attenuation loss and mechanical SuppoIting problems

z) A shorter length of the dielectric cone for large cone

angles gir.es an increased voltage stancling wave ratio dLle to tJre rays

reflected fmn the cone eclge and the central portion of the subreflector.

Therefore' a cofllpromise has to

loss and the r¡oltage standíng wave ratio

cone length and the cone flare angle.

The selection cf the relative permittivity for the cone npterial

is dependent on the cone flare angle. The values of tire reLati-r¿e permì't-

tir.ity and cone flare aag1e, from equations (5.5) and (5'6), control the

angle y or the ninintu;r diameter of the main reflector. The approximate

l,a1ue of the minjmm relative permittivity, for a dielectric cone feed

r,,ith a shaped dielectric surface' can be determined by the pro-

cedure described belotr'. For the dielectric cone feed with a perfectly

conducting stirface S, mI value of the relative pennittivity cal be

theoretically used. Hoh'e'u'er, it h'i11 be shorrn later on in this chai"ter

that an increase in relatir,'e permittiYity results in a:l i-ncreased loss

due to the reflection at the cone edge.
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be

to

nade betrveen the attenuation

arrive at a decision for the

lihen the surface S is not conducting, anl ray incioent on it

shotiid be totaLl-y internalll'' reflecteci j.n order to have the modj fiecl

dielectric cone act aS a feed to the main reflector. That is, 
"he 

angle



of the incident ray with the surface normal should be greater than the

critical angle. The other requirement to be satisfied for the dielectric

cone to act as a feed is that the reflected ray from S should not get

totally internally reflected from the cone edge. This requirernent from

Eq. (5.3) gives

which along with the first condition leads to

900-0
e > Cosec2 ( 

-+ )l- ' 5

900-e ôU

From this equation, the mj-nimr¡n value of relative permittivity for a cone

flare angle of 10o is found to be approximately 4.97.

ß<0c

The appropriate parameters selected by the above mentioned con-

siderations can be used to design the contours for the reflector antennas

with a dielectric cone feedby using equations (s.1), (5.30) - (s.sz).

The other parameters to be known before the design are the aperture amp-

litude and phase distributions as well as the type of the launcher for
the dielectric cone.
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5.2"4. Solutions of Differential Equations

(s .33)

The solution of the four differential equations for the design

of reflector antennas with a dielectric cone feed requires a lcrowledge

of the required amplitude and phase distributions in the aperture of the

main reflector" The aperture distribution for the reflector antennas is

(s.34)



usually decided by the application of the antenna. To achieve maxim¡n

gain for a given side lobe level, the aperture distribution is given by

Tchebyscheff di-stribution [Kay, 1964]. A detailed study is available

[Sciarnbi, 1965] for obtaining aperture illuninations of circular apertures

to satisff constrainst for gain, beamwidth or side lobe level. In most

cases of practical interest, the phase distribution is required to be as

close to a miforn value as possible. The main reason for this is the

reduction in gain due to phase errors [Silver, 1949].

For the case of rniforin phase distribution, the design equations

are reduced to the following forms.

0^ = 0
1

L46

de"
t

õo-
I

dp
2

õ-
t

1, tan (
1

pt = p
.2 2

and

ß+o
1rT)

I (0 ) T(0 ) Sino
Ittl

dz do

a6. = tanl #
II

I(p)p
22

dß -,d0,de Lde
lt

^ Sin(Ou + y)
V--r Sin(Ou + 3)

Sin(0" + g1w+Ep
t2

(s .3s)

(s .36)

I [.0
SinO
_t

1 Sin0

(s "37)

Sinl0-e

Sin0 Sinl0 + ßl Sin0
-F o I - '' € r-1'-, -t Sin0 Sin(O" + y) Siny r

(s. 3e)

(s .58)

- 0) Sin(o" + y)

Sin2 (0" + g;



The aborc fotu: Ciífet'L.lltií1l eclua.tions cur

an er:act solutjoir on1y bl' the trse of a coniruter. A

been develoi,.ed tc sclr'e thcse eqretions. fte stel-.-s

orCer to obtain the solution are as follorvs.

(i) Select the maj:r reflector diameter

r,'alue of z ,
t

(ii) The dianeter D, for the subreflector or the shaped sur-

face S is determined according to the criteria in Section 5.2.3.

(iii) Choose the desireC cone angle and the relative permitti'rity

of the cone material.

(iv) Determine the prinrary field distribution for the donj-nant

mode in the dielectric cone correspondi-ng to the selected values of the

con.e angle and the rel ative permi.ttivity from the mocle representation

given in the third chapter. The phase centre for this node is taken to

be coj.ncident with the apex or the origin of the coorciinate system.

(v) Determine the required aperture amplitu<ie distribution

basecl on the antenna requirements.

be solvecl to proviCe

ccnil-rutcr ¡lrrcgranl has

to be fo11or,;ecl in

't-47

D and the maximtrn

Thts, knorving the botndary values, the four differential eqt:a-

tions yieLd the required clrss-sections. It should be emphasiz.ed that,

or"ing to the dependence of transmittivity on ß , the norn",aiization con-

stant can not be evaluated in a closed for¡n to evah,ate e, explicitly

fronr Eq. (5.57). Therefore, the solution is set up rvith- normalization

constant corïesponding to T(0r) = 1.0 in Eq. (5.11-). This norlrtalization con-

stant j.s then adjusted to prc,vide I =20. at zero incidence for total ilrter-

na1 reflection at th.e sheped surface. Thj-s nonnalization constant, if not

adjustect, qives p;...- cij.fferent fron tTre ctesired vahte. This constant necd
' ¿nnn

not Lle acl-iusteci for lorn,r'elues of relative pcrmitti\rity of 'lTre cone niate'r'ial.



The above procedure is utilized to design different types of

systens with r.rriform arnplitude and phase distributions in the aperture

of the main reflector. These studies involve the determination of the

influence of various parameters on the surface curvatures. The results

obtained are plotted in Figures 5.2 - 5.4.

An increase in the dielectric constant of the cone material

does not show (Fig. 5.2) a significant difference in the curyatures of

the main reflector. However, the subreflector shapes change significant-

ly with an increase in relative permittivity of the cone material (Fig.

5.2), The subreflector shapes for constant cone flare angle and the

subreflector diameter, shift towards the origin with a¡ increase in rela-

tive permittivity.

The surface curvatures for the main reflectors do not have a

significant change with an increase in the cone flare angle of the cone

material (Fig. 5.3). The cone lengths and the relative permittivity of

the cone naterials for this figure are assuned to be constant. Similar

to the case for an increase in relative perinittivity, the subreflector

curvatures change significantly with an increase in the cone flare angle

of the dielectric cone strpporting the subreflector.
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As compared to the previous two cases, the surface curvatures

of both reflectors change significantly (Fig. 5.4) with an increase in

the cone length of the dielectric cone material. The main reflector has

a tendency of shifting towards the subreflector with an increase in the

cone length of the cone naterial. The relative pernittivity of the cone
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material and the cone flare angle are assumed to be constant for the

shapes for Fig. 5.4.

All above cases refer to the shapes of the two metallic re-

flectors with a change in one of the parameters of the dielectric cone

which srpports the subreflector. The design procedure has also been used

to obtain the surface curyatures for the main reflector and the shaped

dielectric surface S In this case the shaped surface is designed to

provide total internal reflection, so that the nodified dielectric cone

acts as a feed to the main reflector. Selecting the rninimm value of

relative pennittivity for a given cone flare angle from Eq. (5.34), the

surface crrvatures are evaluated using the iterative procedure for tJ:e

normalization consta¡t. For a relative permittivity of 5.0, tJ:e surface

curvatures of the metallic main reflector and the surface S were fotind

to be identical r.riren the surface S is either a shaped surface or a metal-

lic subreflector. These curyatures did not change very significantly when

the relative perrnittivity of the cone material was increased to 6.0. How-

ever, as shown in drapter IV, the shaped dielectric surface results in

diÍferential phase errors of the aperture dtstribution, As conrpared to

this/, the metallic reflectors designed for unifonn phase distribution do

not have any phase errors of the fÌe1d components,

L5Z

5.3

The incident ray on the shaped subreflector or the shaped di-

electric surface does not suffer any loss in power due to the reflection

from a perfectly conducting surface or the total internal reflection.
The reflected rays fron the subreflector or the shaped dielectric surface

CONE EDGE REFIÆCTION LOSS CALCULATION
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when incident at the cone edge generate both reflected and refracted

rays. The transmission coefficients of the refracted rays, if not accotnt-

ed for, will give an aperture distribution different fron the one for

which the dèsign is being done. Therefore, the design procedure in the

last section was modified to take into account the variation in the aper-

ture distribution due to the transmission at the cone edge.

The reflected ray at the cone edge, in general, after multiple

reflections at the cone edges will either go towards the feed or the sur-

face S (Fig" 5.1) depending r.rpon the angle of incidence at the cone

edge. A part of the energy from these reflected rays may also go in the

backward direction during the subsequent reflections. In any case, the

energy lost at different stages will not be contributing in a r.lseful

nartrrer to the main radiation pattern.

An estinate of the loss due to the reflection at the cone edge

may be made by calculating the total reflected power. The power pattern

at the edge may be calculated from the known power feed pattern by i.rsing

the conservation of energy principle as shown below. If t, (ur) is the

incident power intensity, then the energy between t, and 0, + d0,

is given as 2n' Ir(0r) Sin0, d0, Corresponding to the incident rays

between U, and 0, + d0, , the area at the cone edge frorn Fig. 5.5 is

or

dA=2rpdS

SinO
ðA= Ztr, " dz

Cos2e

(s.40)

(s .41)
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Fron the pli.nci.ple of conseivation of energy for the geometrical optics,

poh/er flowing across any cross section of a ray tube is constant, the

'intensit)'of the poh¡er ai the cone edge is gir,,en as

If R(0-) is the reflectivity
I

esponcling to the incident angle

power is given as

2r Sin0 I (0 ) d0
_.'-_ I I I I

?,n z Sín1" dz Cos2o'e

[Born and

or, then

Therefore,

I,(r,) R(or) sino

the total energy

15s

It (o)
Jtl

I\'olf ,1górq at

the intensity

cos2e do

' ffio'-- zE-e

and the relative

ro imax
=Ztr I n(e)i(0)Sino

)tlll
0

R(0,) sino, sT"f #; ðA
e

of the reflected ray-s i-s given as

Cos2e do

the cone edge corr*

of the reflecte<l

(s.42)

porver loss due to the reflection at the cone

ro lrnax

I nCe.l 1. (0,) sino, dr,
{rr

-

l"t*"* I fo ) sino do
J 1- r' l l

D=
rer

u'Ìrere the

Tire above

ponents.

0

integral

relation

de

(s.43)

in the denorni-nator represents the

can also be derived by'rsing the

(s.44)

edge is

total feed porner.

reflected field com-

( s .4s)



Equation (5.45) has been used to calculate the loss due to the

reflection at the cone edge for the various designed cases. These cal-

culations show that the reflection loss at the cone edge increases with

an increase in the dielectric constant of the cone material.

5.4 COMPARISON OF TTIE DIELECTRIC CONE FEED ANTENNAS A}{D THE

In the dielectric cone feed antennas, a dielectric cone with

either a netallic subreflector or a shaped dielectric surface is used as

a feed to a main reflector. The use of a dielectric cone in this marurer

does not require any sræporting structure in the path of the main beam,

as is generally the case for the Cassegrain antenna. Therefore, if both

the systems (the dielectric cone antenna and the Cassegrain antenna) are

designed to provide the same type of apertu.re distributions, a comparison

between the two systems can be rnade by comparing the loss due to the

insertion of the dielectric cone with the losses due to the srpporting

structure and the spillover.

SHAPED CASSEGRAIN ANTENNAS
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The loss in efficiency for the dielectric cone feed is mainly

due to the excitation of the higher order modes, the reflection at the

cone edge, and the equivalent ohmic loss in the cone material. In the

dielectric cone feed with a shaped reflecting surface, the loss in effici-
ency also occurs due to the differential phase changes from the total internal

reflection. In general, the dielectric material is selected to have a

very smal1 loss tangent to give a snal1 equivalent ohrnic loss in the di-

electric material. Assi¡ning that the chosen dielectric material has a



very silrall cli:njc Loss, a coin¡;arison is n'acle in the follor.;ing paragraphs

blrscd on tlle losses duc to t.hc cxcitetion of tire higher order noCes anci

thc refiection at thc ccne ec1ge. Tne loss in efficiency due to the phase

errors for total internal reflection has already been discussed in

Chapter IV.

As shor'n in Table 5.1, the excitation of higher order n'odes in

a dielectri.c cone of relatir,'e perrnittivity 1.1 results in a loss of

about 70.367 percent fron the poiv€r of the conical horn laurcher. Out

of the power in the dominant node, a loss of about 0.L24 percent occurs

at the cone edge due to the reflecticn of the incident rr'ave at the cone

eCge. Tlierefore, these tr.o processes result in a total loss of about

10.5 percent from the polver supplieci by the laurrcher. Both of these

losses increase with an increase in the relative perrnittivity of the

cone lTnterial. From these calculations, it seems that ivj-th a dielectric

cone of relative permittivity less than 2.0, the total losses in the di-

electric cone feed anteri¡as are less than 20 percent.

A shaped Cassegrain 
"nt"n 

r" fshafai et.a1., Lg77] rvith three arilìs

gives a strut blockage efficj-ency of about 10.73 percent (Table 5.2) .

The corrugated horn feed used for this shaped system has a spillover

Ioss- of about 1 5. 5 percent, thrs givÌng a total ioss of about 24 , 6 percent

due to the spillover loss and the strut blockage. As sholvrr in Chapter

II, the strut blockage efficiency can be increased by decreasirig the cli-

aneter of the subreflector, noving the srpport point of the struts to-

ttar,is the edge of the nain reflector and decreasing the r,,'idth of the

s'*--'t¡orti¡g stnrtures. The si:i11cver loss due to tJre feed can be inproved
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Relative
lermittivity

of the cone
rnaterial

Loss Calculation for the Dielectric

Cone Feed Antenna

Table 5.1

1.1

2.0

3.0

5.0

Higher Mode
Excitation

loss in
Percent

1s8

Reflection Loss
from the Power
in the Dominant
Mode in Percent

I0.367

17.222

2T.465

27.986

Sr-rpport Structure
Blockage in

Percent

0.L?4

3.705

7. 859

14.960

Total Loss i¡
Power at the

Aperture
in Percent

Loss Calculation for the Shaped

Cassegrain System

10.73 I rs. s

Table 5.2

L0.478

20.29

27.64

38.76

Spillover Loss
in Percent

Total Loss Due
to Spillover and
Strut Blockage
in Percent

24.6



by either retlcsiqning the feeil or increasing tire sub::eflector clianeter'

Cornpari.ng tÌre above clata, it segns tll:rt the clielectric cone

feed antenna r¡ith the statecl assunptions has a better performance than

the sluped systein. Holr'ever, a confilnation of these results requires an

experinental i¡n estigation on the performance of the trro systems '

5.5

Thischapterhaspresentedadesignprocedure,basedonthe

principles of geornetrical optics, to obtajn the sttrface cur-vatures of

the:r'.ain reflector and the zurface S Gig' 5'1) for a given arbitrary

apeïture distribution from a gil'en feed polr'er pattern' The ciesign has

been applied to obtain the slrapes of a ttro metallic reflector antenna

rrith oielectric cones of different parameters, giving constant phase'

The design has also been applied to obtain the shape of the nain re'ilector

rdth a di.eLectric cone in rr'hich the surface s is a shaped dielectric sttrface'

Hor,-ever, the s7*stem rr'ith a shaped dielectric surface gives differential

phase errors in the aPerture Pi"""'

The main reflector shapes h.ave been found to be not ch^enging

significant])' l.¡i-Lh a change in the cone flare angle and the reLatil'e pcr-

mittivity of the cone naterial. Therefore, ftor't a practical point of

Vìeri, the main refl-ector need not be shaped b¡'ciroosing a hcst fit prra-

boloid from the clesign data. Then, in tiris case only the s'ibrcflcctcl'

flcctis to be shaped for a give'n set of cone pel'iìlneters '

'l,lre use of a slrapcd dielectr.ic srrrface, aS a siibreflecto.l.,

SLAT\T{RY
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requires diel-ectric cones with relative permittivities greater therr 5.0

in order to have total internal reflection at the shaped surface, For

these values of relatiye perrnittivities, it is found fron the clata

presented in Table 5.1 that this is not practicable due to tr-igh losses

in the d.ielectri..o.r"'. ft should be noted, however, that the shaped

dielectric surface gives an additional loss due to the differential phase

errors in the aperture plane.

A theoretical conparison of the clielectric cone feed anterma

with a shaped Cassegrain systen has also been presented, Clr the basis

of this, it is found that under the stated approximations, the dielectric

cone feed antenna has a slightly better performance for the dielectric

cones with relative pernittivities less than 2.0. For cone materials

with relative peunittÌvities greater thlr- 2.0, the losses due to the

excitation of the doninant mode and the reflection at the dielectric

cone air bourLdary result in a poor performance of the dielectric cone

feed antenna. However, a better performance of the dielectric cone

antermas, upto a relative permittivity of 2,0, requires an experir*

mental invertigation about the performance of the designed systøn,
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GIT\PTER VI

CONCLUSIONS



6,1

A design procedure for the reflector antenna with a dielectric

cone.supported subreflector, has been developed based on the geonetrical

optics prirrciples. This design provides the surface curvatures of both

reflectors for arry arbitrary aperture arnplitude and phase distribution

from the given feed power pattern j¡r the dielectric cone. However, for

nt¡nerical computations in this thesis only the uniform arnplitude and

phase distribution case has been attempted.

SUXMARY OF T}IE RESULTS

The design can also be applied to a reflector antenna with a

dielectric cone feed jn which the subreflector is replaced with a shaped

eielectric surface. However, as shov¡n in Chapter W, this alternative of

replacirrg the subreflector w"ith a shaped dielectric surface does not seem

to be a practical one at th-is stage due to the differential phase shifts

introduced betrn¡een the orthogonal coÍtponents by the total internal reflection.

L62

The performance of the reflector antenna with a dielectric cone

feed depends inpart upon the excitation efficiency of the dominant mode in

the dielectric cone. An analysis of the mode excitation efficiencies shows

that the excitation efficiency of the dominant mode in the dielectric cone

decreases with an increase in the dielectric constant. Therefore, the loss

due to the excitation of higher order modes can be kept to an acceptable

level by using a material wíth 1ow dielectric constant.

The reflected fields fron the subreflector when incident at the

cone botrndary produce both reflected and refracted rays. These reflected rays



l'c-sr.ilt in a loss of poÌ;el'at tlre apertllre of the nnin reflector. The

c:i1cui¡ition:-. -*hori that tllis loss also increa:;cs rritJr an inclease in -rire

cLielcctric ccnsttnt of the cone r¿teria1.

trfost of the calculations require the use ofa digital con-

putcr. lhts, ir'leneve:: possible, the data are presentecl in the fbnn of

curves. These cun/es can especially be usefr,rl in the earJ-y stage of the

design.

6.2

During the present investigation, the mode representation in

the diel.ectric cone l^ras needed to analyze the performance of the dielec-

tric cone antenna. The avaí1ab1e approximate solution di-d not proiride

a satisfactory agreement ivith erperimentally observed radiation patterns.

Therefore, the mode representation in the dielectri.c cone neeùs a further

theoretícal and experimental investigation to anaLyze the perfoirrrance of

the reflector antenna with a dieiectric cone feed.

A very acculîate centet'ing and aligrunent of the axes of the di-

electric cone and the subreflector is needcd, if the perfornance of tiie

s1'sten is not to be seriously affected. An alternative to this is to

have a shaped dielectric surface. llonever, the design of the shaped di-

electrjc gives phase shifts of the fiel-d corponents due to tlÌe total in-

ternal reflection at the shaped surface. The use of the shaped dj-eLectric

surface neecls further inr,'estigation before this alternative can be

used in ¡rractice.

SUCGESTIO}íS FOR FLIRT}IM. hORK
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The desfuned reflector antenna with a dielectric cone supported

subreflector shows a cornparable theoretical perfonnance than the shaped

Cassegtai-n antenna. Although the performance of both systems could be irnp-

roved, their relative perfornance is expected to remain as outlined. A1so,

there exists some experinental data on the shaped Cassegrain systems, but

there seerns to exist essentially no experìmental r¡¡ork on the designed

dielectric cone system in the open literature. The experimental verification

of the perfonnance of the designed reflector antenna with a dielectric cone

is highly desirable.
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GAÏN AND BLOCKAGE EFFICIENCY IN

APPENDIX A

DUAL REFLECTOR SYSTEN,ÍS



The relative far field directive gain pattern of a circular

aperture near the main axis nay be represented fsilver, 1g4g] by the

equation:

g(0 

"0') 
= r F(p,ó) elpu k

,o

and that of a rectangular aperture by

B(0',0') = [ f (*,y) e)çU k Sin0'(x CosQ, * y SinQ')]dx dy (A.Z)
,A

where g is the gain at the observation angles 0'and Qr , F(p,þ)

or F(x,y) is the aperture field distribution and k is the propagation

constant of free space;

The total gain pattern gt(O',0') of the blocked aperture isobta-

ined using thezero-fie1d concept by first calculating g0(0',0') , the

pattern of the r.mblocked aperture, and subtracting from it the contribu-

tions g.(0',ô') , g(0',0') and g(e',0') forthesubreflector7 -2- -3-
shadow, the srpporting structure shadow due to the plane wave and the

supporting structure shadow due to the spherical wave, respectively.

p SinorCos(þ'-þ)lpdp d4 (4.1)

the equation:
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Let the aperture ilhmination ftmction be of the form

M

F(p,ö) = F(p) = .l_ uí
1=I

for the circular

M
F(x,y) = .l

1=1

aperture and of the form

0

^i l(2x2+2y2) /D'lt-L
0

2(i-ll
(zp/D)' , 0<p< +

<x<D/2

<y<D/Z

(A.3)

(A.4)



for the rectangular aperture" The directive gain pattern of the unblock-

ed circular aperture, after integration with respect to Q , now becomes

fSilver, f949]

¡D/2
g(0"þ')=2r I e(p)Jßpsinor)pdp (4.5)

'¿0

i^rith J being the Bessel function of the zeroth order.
0

The calculation for the subreflector contribution is carried

out in a sinúlar way to give

D/2
f5g (0',þ') = 2r I F(p) J (k p Sino') p dp (4.6)

'10

The plane wave shadow of the supporting structure has a rect-

angular shape [Fig. A.la). The blockage calculation due to this is simp-

lified by using equation (4.2) and (4.4). The plane wave blockage con-

tribution of the sr-rpporting structure with four arms is then given by
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92(0',0') = g; (0',0') - g;(0',0') * g;'(0',0') - g';" (0',0') (,{.7)

with
¡W rT

gl(0',ô') = I I o F(x,y) e)cpU k Sin0'(x Cosþt+ySinQ')l dx dy (4.8)-2 
'-r lt

0

W D/2
B"(0',0') = i I 

t 
F(x,y) expfi k Sin0r(x Cosq'+ySinft)] dx dy (4.9), J_* Lnr/z

rïo rW
e;"(0',0') = J j t(*,t) expfi l< Sino'(x CosQ'+vSinQ')l dx dv (4.10)

-r -W
0
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Fig. 4.1 Support structure blockage in the Cassegrain
antenna

(a) Plane wave blockage,
(b) Spherical wave blockage,

and (c) Geometry of the Cassegrain antenna



and

gi"(0',0') = í'J'l*r(x,y) eryU k sino' (x cosq'+ysinQ')J dx dy (4.11)
J-¡r¡zJ 

-w

The shadows from the sr-rpports due to tlr.e spherical waves can be

roughly approximated as trapezoids f]4aanders, 19751, to simplify the block-

age calculations. For Fig. 4.1b, it is for.lnd that for the trapezoid lying

on the positive x axis, y is given by

with

Y =Cx+C
1I2

(D/D. - 1)
I = 1,,t1 ""l - YYTI.FZ:

0

and

Similarly for the trapezoid on the negative x axis, y is

given as
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C =W-Cr
2 t 0

For the trapezoids along the y axis, x is given as

x =Cy+CI t' 2

Y =-Cx+C'2 I 2

and

for the trapezoids along the positive and negative y axis, respectively.

Using the above expressions, the spherical wave contribution to the gain

x --Cy+C
272

(A.12)

(A.13)

(A.14)

(A.ls)

(A" 16)

(A.li)



reduction is given by

93(0',0') = gj(0',ó') + g"(0',0') * t;"(0',0') * gï"(0',ó') (A.ls)

with

s: (0 ' ,0 ') = I" Ï'' r(x,y) e)ç U k sino I (x cosþ'+y sinþ,) I dx dy (A.le)
' -r,. To

gï(e',0') = f" l-t'r(x,y) e)cp U k sino' (x cosþ'+y Sin6,)l dx dy (A.20)
-Y ' 

'-n/2

fx ¡D/2g:"(e',0') = .| 
t 

.J F(x,y) expfi k Sino'(x CosQt+ySinþ) ldx dy (4.21)
-xr ro

and

gï"(o',0') = f"' f 

-ttr(x,y) 
expU k sinot(x cosþt+ysinþ') I dx dy (A.zz)

-*' Ln/ z
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The above integrals for the gain patterns are evaluated, for

any aperture anplitude distribution, to calculate the total gain pattern

given as

ea(0',0') = go(0',0') - g1(0',ö') - 92(o',0') - 93(o',0') (A.23)

The blocking efficiency due to the blocking obstacles can be

calculated frorn the equation [lr4aanders, 1g7S]



nB

uirere tB, n are the efficiencies, gg, go are the gains of the

blocked a¡rd unblocked apertures, respectively.

- 83(o'o)
t-^ s (0,0)

0
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(A.24)



REFLECTION COEFFICIENTS FOR TITE INCIDENT

APPENDÏX B

FIELDS FROM T}IE DIEI,ECTRIC

CO{E APERTURE PIANE



The hybrid nodes in the dielectric cone, equations (3.90)

(3.93), can be simplified for the evaluation of the reflection and re-

fraction coefficients by assuning the propagation constant k. to be

approximately equal to k, , the propagation constant corresponding to

the dielectric nraterial's relative perrnittivity. With this approximation,

the field componentr E0. , EO. , Hoc and nO. given by equations (3.94)

- (5.97) redrrce to tfre following form:

ntoc--
k lr::- L
UJL

I

rn k {(coso) dnf(coso)
F = 

-l 
I s' '+ v s'

"óc crle L Sin0 ' /\ 
d0

I

d{(coso)
--__:- 

-L

de

PT(coso) d{(coso)
H0.= -m [-ffiõ-"X_%--
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{(ø'o)
*'x lmo-- l

o1'

H, =qc

and

dr{(cose)-*
d0

1-
l\

Eo. = #- to. = (ur/er) t" Hq.
l'

PT(Cose)
*'x *EñE-

E=-
Qc

Equations (8.5) and (8. 6)

approxirnation, the hybrid modes in

spherical wave which far fron the

1.
l\

I rr
r¡e toc -

t

(8.1)

(8.2)

(vr/er)t" tu.

(8.3)

indicate that by making the above

the dielectric cone behave like a

origin is locally a plane \,\¡a18.

(B.4)

(B.s)

(8.ó)



T'hi.s

the dieleclric

Tlie tangential-

asswning that

AS

locally pl.ane I''or,€ i\ÍÌen i¡cicent on the botnclary (Fig. 8.1)
cone aperture gir.es rise to reflected and refracted l{aves.

ccrlponents of the incident fielC fSpiegel, 1g5g, pp. 153],

E, component of the hybrid field is negligible, are giv-en

Exi = EU. Cos0. Cosó - Er. SinO

E--., = E^ _ Cos0. SinQ + 8,.^ CosSyLUC]-gc

E =-E^ Sin0.ZLUC].

Hxi = Hu. Cos0. Cosþ - H*. Sinô

H=yr.
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Hr. Cr-.rs0, SinQ + FIr. Cosö

sì:nilarly, the tangential conponents of the reflected and refracted.

fields are given by

H.=-H^ZL UC

of'

Sin0.
1

(B.i)

Eo = - EU, Cos0, CosQ - E*, Sin0

(8.8)

YT

E =-
ZT

(B.e)

E^ Cos0 Sinósïr

E^ SineUT I'

ti^ Cos0 Cosd,UT r

(8.10)

l.txï

(8.11)

+ E, Cosó9r

(8.12)

- ïì, Sinó
\,ij r

(8.13)

(B .14 )

(8.1s)

(8.16)



Reflected Ray from the
Aperture Plane

L75

Trarisnitted Ray from the
Aperture Plane

C,U
2

B.1

Aperture Plane
z= constant.

Refraction and reflection of a plane wave from
the aperture plane of a dielectric cone antenna



Hy, = - Ho, coso, sinÖ + Hr, cosó

Hrr= - HO, Sin0,

and

Ext = EUa Cos0, Cosþ - E*a Sin0

Eyt = Eua Cosoa sinþ + E* CosO

Ert= - Het Sin0,

Hxt = HUa Cos0, Cosþ - H*a Sin0

Hyt = Hua cosoa sinþ + H*a cosô

ll"t = HUa Sin0a
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It should be noted that the angle of the reflected ray with z-

axis is * - 0, , therefore Exr , Eyr , Hxr and n", coïrponents have

a negative sign with the E0, part. Equating the tangential components

of E and H together with sne11's law of reflection gives

(8.1i)

(8.18)

(8.1e)

(8.20)

(Eo. Eur) Coso, Cosg - (tO. * E*r) SinO

= E'a Cos0a CosQ - E*a Sín0

(8. 21)

(8.22)

(Eo. - Eor) Coso, sinp + (to. E6r) coso

= E't Cos0a SinQ + E*a Cosô

(8.23)

(B "24)

(8.2s)

(B "26)



(Ho. - Hur) coso, Cosp - (Hó. + HOr) sinô

= H't Cos0a Cosþ - HOt SinS

(FIoc - H.r) Cos01 Sin4 + @0. * H*r) CosO

Eqrnting the normal components of D and B gives

= H'a Cos0a Sin4 + H* Cosp

r, (80. * uur) Sin0, = r, Eet Sinoa

Multiplying equations (8.25) and (8.26) by CosQ and SinQ ,

respectively and adding them gives

u, @u. * Hur) Sinoi = u, Hra Sinoa
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Sinilarly,

(8.27)

(EO. - EUr) CosOi = Eet Cos0a

Multiplying equations (8.25) and (8.26) by SinQ and CosQ ,

respectively and subtracting then gives

(HO. - Hei Cosoi = Hra Cos0a

(B .28)

uô.*Eor=Eoa

Similarly,

no.otot=noa

(8.2e)

(8. 30)

(8. 31)

(8.s2)

(B. 33)

(8.34)



Using the Snellts law of refraction and asstming that

reduces equations (8.29) and (8.30) to the following form

Hu.*Hor=Hoa

Use of the relations

Eo. * uu, = (er/er)t" ura

tor = (er/ur)t" Eo,

tu,=-(er/ur)t"EO,

Hoa = Gr/v,)t" ura
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u =u
I

along with equations (8.5) and (8.6) simplifies equations (8.31 - (8.36)

to the following four independent equations:

Hot = -(e 
,/v r) 

t' ' EOt

(8. 3s)

,, tur 
_ Egt cosoa

'- Ç- %;Gq

(8.36)

ET,,-"ot_"ot
r'=.-

L^ L^UC UC

(B 
" 57)

(8.58)

EE
-,, -"ot-"otI'--- -b. tr.

QC QC

/C
/c

{e
I

(8. 3e)

(8.40)

(8.41)

(B "42)

(8"43)



., uór 
- 
tó. /t coso,

'- %;-Ç/ 1eõF;

The above equations when solved give

Eoa
_=
"0.

2 lJ Coso.
11

'õ CosO- + ,fr- Cos0.rEzL

2 ,E- Coso.
I1b

E,
Qc 'Æ- Coso, . E Coso.

Eot

-="0.

and

Æ-Cos0,. q Cos0.
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tot 
-

--
-b.

Qc

Expressions have thus been derived for the reflection and trans-

mission coefficients for the fields incident on the aperture plane of

the dielectric cone antenna. A comparison of the above expressions with

the one given by Born and I,Vo1f (1964), shows that the reflection and the

transnission coefficients of the EO component correspond to the respec-

tive coefficients for the field parallel to the plane of incidence. Sin-

ilarly, the Ea conponent of the field has the coefficients correspond-
v

ing to the field perpendicular to the plane of incidence.

(8.44)

/e Cos0. .ÇCos0.

'Æ-Coso, . q Coso.

(8.4s)

(8.46)

(8.47)

(8.48)
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